Town of Avon Planning & Zoning Commission
Meeting Agenda
Tuesday, February 18th, 2014
Avon Town Council Chambers
Meetings are open to the public
Avon Municipal Building / One Lake Street

The Avon Town Council has been invited to attend this meeting for Agenda Item VI and a
quorum of the Council may be in attendance.
I.

Call to Order (5:00pm)

II.

Roll Call

III.

Additions & Amendments to the Agenda

IV.

Conflicts of Interest

V.

Consent Agenda

VI.

Minor Design & Development Plan
Avon Road Improvements
Property Location: Avon Road Right-of-Way
Property Address: N/A
Applicant: Pedro Campos, Zehren and Associates/ Owners: Town of Avon
Description: On behalf of the Town of Avon, Pedro Campos will be presenting landscaping
modifications to Avon Road. These improvements are planned for installation in summer/fall
of this year.

VII.

Master Sign Programs
A.
Wyndham Resort
Property Location: Lot 61, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision
Property Address: 75 Benchmark Road
Applicant: Dominic Mauriello / Owner: 75 Benchmark LLC
Description: New sign program for building identity signage and two potential tenant
signs.
B.

Crossing Building Amendment
Property Location: Lot 20, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision
Property Address: 182 Avon Road
Applicant: Monte Park, Sign Design / Owner: Hoffmann Commercial Real Estate
Description: Amendment to the existing sign program in order to accommodate new
tenant – Boxcar Restaurant.

C.

Annex Building
Property Location: Lot 65-B, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek
Property Address:
Applicant: Monte Park, Sign Design / Owner: Hoffmann Commercial Real Estate

Agenda Posted on February 14, 2014 at the following public places within the Town of Avon:
•
•
•
•

Avon Municipal Building, main lobby
Avon Recreation Center, side entrance board
Avon Public Library, public notice board
On the Internet at http://www.avon.org / Please call (970) 748.4030 for directions

Description: New sign program for replacement of all tenant and monument
identification signs. This sign program would replace the existing sign program for the
property.
VIII.

Major Design & Development Plan
Dahl Residence
Property Location: Lot 20, Block 2, Wildridge Subdivision
Property Address: 2957 June Creek Trail
Applicant: Jeff Manley, Martin Manley Architects / Owners: Harold and Kathy Dahl
Description: Design review of a single-family home in the Wildridge subdivision at the end of
June Creek Road. The structure measures 4,200 square feet and the construction is with
wood siding, stucco, stone, and asphalt shingle roofing.

IX. Consent Agenda
• January 7, 2014 Draft Meeting Minutes
X. Work Session
• Annex Building Color Appeal
XI. Other Business
XII. Adjourn

Agenda Posted on February 14, 2014 at the following public places within the Town of Avon:
•
•
•
•

Avon Municipal Building, main lobby
Avon Recreation Center, side entrance board
Avon Public Library, public notice board
On the Internet at http://www.avon.org / Please call (970) 748.4030 for directions

Staff Report –

Minor Design and Development Plan

February 18, 2014 Planning & Zoning Commission Meeting
Report date
February 13, 2014
Project type
Avon Road Improvements
Zoning
N/A – Public Rights‐of‐Way
Address
N/A
Prepared By
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager
Introduction
On behalf of the Town of Avon, Pedro Campos of Zehren and Associates is presenting a Minor Design and
Development Plan for public improvements within the Avon Road Right‐of‐Way. The project stretches from
Avon Road Roundabout #1 to Roundabout #6. This Staff report outlines the mandatory review criteria used
for evaluation by PZC. For detailed plans and an itemized list of improvements, please refer to the
attached letter from Pedro Campos (and attachments) for a detailed explanation of the changes.
The scope of the project is from Roundabout #1 at the Interstate 70 westbound on and off ramps to the
Highway 6 roundabout. It must be noted that the final design of Roundabout #4 and any lighting
modifications will come back to PZC as those plans are finalized.
Some of the overarching goals of the
2014 Avon Road improvements include: improving the aesthetics of the Avon Road corridor, enhancing
pedestrian and bicycle safety, reducing water consumption, and providing more effective and efficient
lighting throughout.

Background
In 2011 and 2012, PZC reviewed and Council approved a plan for the “Avon Mall” that would create a more
pedestrian‐friendly walkway between Benchmark Road, Avon Station, the Town’s transit center, and Lettuce Shed
Lane. With the opportunity to work closely with the Wyndham Resort development and the relationship of this
project to the Avon Mall, Town Council decided to delay the Avon Mall project until 2014.
Pedro Campos, designer of the 2012 Mall Improvement Plans, was retained by the Town on October 1, 2013 to
review the plans and to expand the scope of the project to include the entire length of the Mall, Avon Road, and
pedestrian and bicycle access along Benchmark Road to Avon Road. The PZC approved the updated Mall
Improvement Plans at the December 17, 2013 meeting.
The Avon Road medians, roundabouts, and way finding are now included for PZC review. Included in the design is
new landscaping and implementation of pedestrian and bicycle accommodations to increase safety, encourage
ridership and strengthen north‐south and east‐west traffic flow.

Review Criteria
The PZC shall use the Development Plan and Design Review criteria as the basis for a decision on the
Application. Staff has provided a response to each mandatory review criteria below:
§7.16.080(f), Development Plan
(1)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the purpose of the Development Code as specified
in §7.04.030, Purposes;
Staff Response: One of the goals of this project is to enhance the pedestrian experience in the
Town core. This is reinforced with attention to detail for areas crossing Avon Road, and connecting
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the Pedestrian Mall with public transportation and the Transit Center. §.7.04.030(d), Development
Code Purpose, Avon Municipal Code, states that the Development Code is intended to “promote
effective and economical mass transportation and enhance effective, attractive and economical
pedestrian opportunities.” This Application certainly enhances the experience with an attractive,
cohesive design.
Further, the Development Code is intended to “promote design which is compatible, functional,
practical and complimentary to Avon’s sub‐alpine environment. One of the over‐riding goals for this
project is to improve the appearance of the Town’s main traffic corridor with landscaping and
improvements that reflect and respect the local climate with reduced watering demand.
(2)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the §7.16.090, Design Review.
Staff Response: The Design Review chapter is enacted to ensure compliance with the development
and design standards of the Development Code, and also to ensure that signs, colors, and
landscaping plans are harmonious with the Town’s overall appearance and approved plans. The
Application is in compliance with the review criteria for Design Review; specifically, the design
relates the development to the character of the surrounding community (§7.16.080(f) (1). The
overall landscape plan is found to be consistent with the character of other public and private
improvements in the community. Plant selections were carefully reviewed based on their
appearance in different seasons, drought tolerance, and overall aesthetics.
(3)
Consistency with the Avon Comprehensive Plan;
Staff Response: The Design and Development Plan reinforce many elements of the Avon
Comprehensive Plan (1996). The Opportunities and Constraints diagram and Community
Framework Plan both highlight the need to enhance community gateways, and striving for
“convenient circulation through town center” including the crossing of Avon road. The pedestrian
experience crossing Avon Road will be improved greatly with these improvements with key
intersection highlights – north side of Beaver Creek Blvd, north side of Benchmark Road, and the
Hurd Lane crossing. There has also been an effort to tie in the design of the ECO path bridge
crossing over the Eagle River with the design elements of this project.
The Avon Comprehensive Plan includes many Goals and Policies that appear to be addressed with
this Application, including the following:
Community Character
Policy D.1.2 – Ensure that development and redevelopment responds appropriately to
adjacent development.
Policy D.1.4 – Create a unified and cohesive physical framework and community image by
ensuring compatible….siting, street alignments, streetscape furnishings, signage, lighting,
etc.
Goal D.2 – Create Community Gateways and streetscapes that reflect and strengthen
Avon’s unique community character and image.
Policy D.2.1 – Beautify the Town with street trees, sidewalks, landscaping and public art.
Policy D.2.2 – Design and maintain the Town’s streets and walkways as safe, inviting, and
pedestrian/bicycle friendly public spaces.
Economic Development
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Policy E.2.2 – Use the Capital Improvement Plan to fund key public facilities that will
catalyze private sector projects.
Goal E.3 – Increase the number of visitors to Avon by enhancing our attractiveness as a
destination resort community.
Transportation
Goal G.1.8 – Retrofit existing streets to provide safe and inviting pedestrian sidewalks,
shoulders, and crosswalks.
(4)
Consistency with any previously approved and not revoked subdivision plat, planned
development, or any other precedent plan or land use approval for the property as applicable;
Staff Response: There are no precedent plans or subdivision plats pertinent to the Avon Road
Right‐of‐Way.
(5)
Compliance with all applicable development and design standards set forth in this Code,
including but not limited to the provisions in Chapter 7.20, Zone Districts and Official Zoning Map,
Chapter 7.24, Use Regulations, and Chapter 7.28, Development Standards; and
Staff Response: The Design Plan is in compliance with all applicable development and design
standards set forth in the Development Code. Since there are no buildings proposed, the
applicable Development Standards are limited to §7.28.050, Landscaping, Avon Municipal Code. As
mentioned, the plant material selection is intended to be compatible with the local climate to
promote water conservation.
(6)
That the development can be adequately served by city services including but not limited to
roads, water, wastewater, fire protection, and emergency medical services.
Staff Response: The design team has been working closely with the parks staff to ensure that the
water infrastructure in place is sufficient and designed properly for the landscaping needs of the
project. The details for power are being carefully reviewed to ensure that the forthcoming lighting
plan is functional and there are no conflicts with the paving operations planned in advance of
landscaping and lighting modifications.
§7.16.090(f), Design Review
(1)
The design relates the development to the character of the surrounding community; or,
where redevelopment is anticipated, relates the development to the character of Avon as a whole;
Staff Response: As stated above, this Application reinforces the character that is emerging in the
West Town Center district with compatible materials, colors, landscaping species, and public art
installations.
(2)
The design meets the development and design standards established in this Development
Code; and
Staff Response: The design plan demonstrates compliance with the development and design
standards established in the Development Code.
(3)
The design reflects the long range goals and design criteria from the Avon Comprehensive
Plan and other applicable, adopted plan documents.
Staff Response: The design elements in this Application bring forward several of the long range
goals and design criteria form the Avon Comprehensive Plan. The improvements continue to define
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Avon as a destination resort with a higher quality design elements. The design directly implements
policies from the Avon Comprehensive Plan, including Policy D.1.4 – Create a unified and cohesive
physical framework and community image by ensuring compatible….siting, street alignments,
streetscape furnishings, signage, lighting, etc.

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends that the PZC approve the Minor Design and Development Application for the Avon Road
Improvements, with the following finding and condition:
Finding:
1. The Application meets the Development Plan review criteria outlined in §7.16.080(f), Development
Plan, Avon Municipal Code, as outlined in Matt Pielsticker’s February 13, 2014 Staff Report.
Condition:
1. Any substantial changes to the Design Plans must be re‐reviewed and approved by PZC with a
Minor Design and Development Plan application.
2. Lighting Plan(s) will be reviewed by PZC when finalized.

Attachment
A:

Memo from Pedro Campos, dated February 12, 2014 – and attachments
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Z E H R E N
AND ASSOCIATES

February 12, 2014
Ms. Virginia Egger, Town Manager
Town of Avon
P.O. Box 975, Avon, CO 81620
Email: vegger@avon.org
Phone: 970‐748‐4009
RE:

Avon Road Schematic Design 2014
Planning and Zoning Commission Review (February 18, 2014)

Dear Virginia and Staff:
This memorandum is to summarize the current direction of the Avon Road schematic design
efforts to be reviewed with the Planning and Zoning Committee during their regular meeting
scheduled on February 18, 2014. The desired outcome of the review is to approve the overall
direction of the Avon Road project, receive feedback on specific project ideas, and confirm the
top priorities to be included in the next stage of design for an intended implementation in the
summer and fall of 2014.
The initial design process has yielded an overall comprehensive and coordinated framework for
improvements to Avon Road. The review with planning commission includes an overall
conceptual plan for long term improvements to Avon Road intended to be implemented in
phases over multiple years. With the long term plan as a reference, the first phase of
improvements to Avon Road to be implemented in 2014 will be reviewed in greater detail, with
schematic design level plans and photo‐simulations of proposed elements (reference the
attached graphic presentation).
A direction for the first phase of 2014 improvements has been developed and includes a variety
of landscape, urban design, and streetscape improvements for select areas of Avon Road.
Particular emphasis is being placed on the lighting and irrigation systems as part of the design
effort. Overriding goals of 2014 and future improvements are to reduce the water usage and
requirements associated with the landscape and to increase the energy efficiency of the lighting
system. Irrigation and electrical and lighting design experts are being added to the team to
address these issues in the final design for the 2014 improvements.
The current work is ready to review and confirm with the Planning and Zoning Commission before
making more significant efforts to advance the design of various project elements in more detail
and prepare technical documentation for their implementation.

Overview of Avon Road Improvements:
The study area extends from the north end of Avon Road, at the roundabout north of Interstate
70 south to the roundabout at the intersection of Highway 6 and the entrance to Beaver Creek
Resort and includes the medians, roundabouts, crosswalks and road shoulders in between.
The work to date has documented and analyzed existing conditions of the entire Avon Road
corridor and recommended ideas and design concepts to improve aesthetics, way‐finding, and
identity within the core of the town center. The scope of the effort has also included an
investigation for creating a safer environment for cyclists and pedestrian by special signage and
pavement markings, and placing greater emphasis on points of conflict at intersections,
crosswalks, and trail heads.
Major goals of the Avon Road effort are to announce the arrival to town in a more pronounced
and significant manner, to demarcate and identify the entrances to west and east town center,
and to develop a clear framework and system for way finding. Other aesthetic goals include
landscape and streetscape enhancements to make Avon Road more visually interesting,
compatible, and cohesive with Lake Street, the Transit Center, and the Riverfront. Special
consideration is being given to incorporate existing Town Center urban design and streetscape
elements to achieve a consistent and cohesive image and strong sense of place for the overall
town center of Avon.
The direction reflected in the current schematic design plans includes removing trees in poor
health, reducing the amount of sod within roundabouts, adding planting areas focusing on xeric
shrubs, flowering perennials, ornamental grasses, and signature angular boulder blocks
indigenous to Colorado strategically located throughout the corridor. Decorative lighting and
directional signage are also being investigated as part of the effort, and will be added
selectively as deemed appropriate and or necessary. Please refer to attachment A for a more
detailed list of project enhancements.
On behalf of Zehren and Associates and the staff committee for the project I look forward to
reviewing and discussing the schematic design of Avon Road with the Planning and Zoning
Committee at the February 18, 2014 meeting.
Sincerely,

Pedro Campos, RLA / ASLA
Landscape Architect & Land Planner
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AND ASSOCIATES

Attachment A
(To PZ Commission Memo dated February 18, 2014)
Note: Please refer to project framework diagrams and preliminary schematic design plans for visual reference

Avon Road Framework:
Following are the (6) areas established for Avon Road named numerically in sequence, north to south
1. I‐70 North
2. I‐70 South
3. Oval – Avon Welcome
4. Town Center Connector
5. Riverfront Intersection
6. Beaver Creek
Summary of Improvements by Framework Areas:
1. I‐70 North
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 Replace all white flag pole with black flag poles and relocate all flag poles to area above the
stone wall north of the roundabout.
 Replace existing spruce trees within roundabout with new 8’ ‐ 12’ Bristlecone Pine or similar
dry climate evergreen trees.
 Remove sod and existing landscape and replace with new low water using native trees,
shrubs, ornamental grasses, colorful blooming perennials, and angular sandstone boulders.
‐ Long term – multiple years
 Redesign pedestrian and street lighting to enhance the pedestrian experience, increase
pedestrian safety, and reduce energy consumption.
 Reface existing stone walls with WTC stone.
 Remove river rock stone groundcover and replace with another rock, stone, or woodchip
groundcover.
 Replace brick borders of roundabout and splitter islands with WTC stone, stone pattern, or
replace with landscape.
 Replace existing crosswalk paint stripes with colored and textured concrete crosswalks.
 Stone pillar features with bike route signs for way finding at rec path trailheads.
 Artistic metal silhouettes on sloped walls of I‐70 underpass.
 Artistic metal railings between roadway and sidewalk of I‐70 underpass.
 Pedestrian overpass over I‐70 in location to be determined.
Or
 Improve I‐70 underpass with wider raised sidewalk, artistic railings, and planters.
 Increase size of landscape island north of roundabout instead of using paint striping.
 Remove slip lane at westbound on‐ramp and replace with landscape.
 Remove third lane at westbound off‐ramp and replace with landscape.

2. I‐70 South
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 Relocate ‘Pledge’ bonze to Pedestrian Mall to allow pedestrian interaction.
 Relocate flag poles to I‐70 north roundabout.
 Remove sod and existing landscape and replace with new low water using native trees,
shrubs, ornamental grasses, colorful blooming perennials, and angular sandstone boulders.
‐ Long term – multiple years
 Redesign pedestrian and street lighting to enhance the pedestrian experience, increase
pedestrian safety, and reduce energy consumption.
 Replace existing crosswalk paint stripes with colored and textured concrete crosswalks.
 Reface existing stone wall in roundabout with WTC stone.
 Replace brick border of roundabout and splitter islands with WTC stone, stone pattern, or
replace with landscape.
 Remove slip lanes at eastbound on‐ramp and eastbound off‐ramp and replace with
landscape.
3. Oval – Avon Welcome
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 New larger Avon welcome sign; incorporate new Avon brand logo or image.
 Reface existing stone wall in roundabout with WTC stone.
 Replace flood lights in lawn with updated smaller lights hidden behind wall.
 Add native colorful blooming perennials, ornamental grasses, and angular sandstone
boulders to roundabout in front of stone wall, splitter islands and Medians.
‐ Long term – multiple years
 Redesign pedestrian and street lighting to enhance the pedestrian experience, increase
pedestrian safety, and reduce energy consumption.
 Replace brick border of roundabout and splitter islands with WTC stone, stone pattern, or
replace with landscape.
 Remove third lane of all roundabout entrances and replace with landscape.
4. Town Center Connector
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 Relocate ‘Checkmate’ bronze to prominent location in pedestrian mall or ETC and replace
with new unique Town Center Connector Roundabout Identity Monument, including
updates to rock wall and brick border if needed.
 Add native colorful blooming perennials, ornamental grasses, and angular sandstone
boulders to roundabout, splitter islands, and medians.
 Replace seating alcove stone walls with pedestrian mall stone pillar gateway features.
 Replace existing crosswalk north of roundabout with wider, more prominent crosswalk with
enhanced crosswalk lighting.
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‐

Long term – multiple years
 Redesign pedestrian and street lighting to enhance the pedestrian experience, increase
pedestrian safety, and reduce energy consumption.
 Replace brick border of roundabout and splitter islands with WTC stone, stone pattern, or
replace with landscape.

5. Riverfront Intersection
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 Replace existing crosswalk on the south side of the intersection with a more prominent
crosswalk with enhanced crosswalk lighting.
 Add native shrubs, colorful blooming perennials, ornamental grasses, and angular sandstone
boulders to landscape areas at the ends of the new rec path bridge over the Eagle River.
‐ Long term – multiple years
 Add stone pillar features with bike route signs for way finding at rec path trailheads.
 Improve aesthetics of roadway bridge railings and/or add artwork silhouettes.
 Improve aesthetics of bridge guardrails.
 Add right turn only median to Riverfront Lane intersection entrance.
 Artistic metal silhouettes on sloped walls of railroad underpass.
 Improve railroad underpass with wider raised sidewalk, artistic railings, and planters.
6. Beaver Creek
‐ Long term – multiple years
 Replace current striped crosswalks on the north and west sides of the roundabout with
colored and textured crosswalks.
 Work with Beaver Creek on roundabout landscape.
7. Avon Road overall enhancements
‐ Short term – 2014 improvements
 Apply ‘Sharrow’ bike symbol to all right hand lanes including right hand roundabout lanes.
 Install bike awareness signage throughout Avon Rd.
 Landscape improvements within center medians (trees, plants, and angular boulders).
 Accent perennials and grasses in landscape islands surrounding roundabouts and riverside
intersection.
‐

Long term – multiple years
 Landscape improvements in landscape islands and planting areas other than center medians
and accent planting areas (replace sod and existing shrubs with native landscape plants and
grasses, replace river rock ground cover with landscape plants).
 Redesign pedestrian and street lighting to enhance the pedestrian experience, increase
pedestrian safety, and reduce energy consumption.
 Replace cobra street lighting with new shorter style street lighting.
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Preserve and repaint existing shorter AAL pedestrian lights to match WTC design guidelines
or replace with new Avon custom HADCO lighting.
Reface curved stone seating alcove walls with WTC stone.
Remove or paint existing seating alcove benches with olive color from WTC design
guidelines or replace benches with angular boulders stone pillars, or planter pots.
Remove brick median borders or replace with updated stone or stone pattern.
Event banner opportunities on light poles, on rail bridge, or stand alone.
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Existing:

receives visitors from east
no welcome element
flag poles
sod landscape islands
no way finding
rec path trailheads

•

•

sod landscape islands

Opportunities:

• emphasized seamless crosswalk
• bike lanes in roadway vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• replace sod with native
landscape plants
• consistent landscape island
plantings

Opportunities:

• small welcome feature
• replace most sod with native landscape plants
• way finding signs
• redesign rec path trailheads
• reduce nomber of off ramp
lanes

2

Existing:
•

messy crosswalk paving

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

6

Existing:

roundabout plants and rock

•

sidewalk choke point

• lane striping not well defined

• unattractive and broken
pavement

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

•

bridge columns

•

no bike lanes

Opportunities:

2

• change landscape plants
• change river rock to sandstone boulders
• better defined lane striping
• emphasized bike lane or
sharrow with lane protection
• share the road signs
• way finding signs

Opportunities:

1

• sidewalk transition
• replace sloped pavement
with terraces or screen with
landscape plants or planters
• increase width of side walk
around both sides of columns
• bike lane in the street or on
the sidewalk

8
3

3

Existing:
•

large painted median

no crosswalk

• no bike lane on Nottingham Rd

Opportunities:

• consistent landscape plants
• change painted median to
landscape area or make room
for bike lanes
• bike lane / sharrow on Nottingham Rd
• crosswalk on Nottinham Rd

• unattractive and broken
pavement

5
4

6

4

rec path trailhead

•

messy crosswalk paving

no bike lanes

•

loud traffic

Opportunities:

• replace sloped pavement
with terraces or screen with
landscape plants or planters
• increase width of side walk
around both sides of columns
• bike lane in the street or on
the sidewalk
• lighting under bridge

8

•

difficult crosswalk for bikes

•

rec path access point

• curb continues all the way
up to gas station

• trailhead / rec path information area
• rec path way finding
• emphasized seamless crosswalk
• traffic calming feature
• remove slip lane

Opportunities:

• emphasized seamless crosswalk
• new access to rec path over
drainage
• rec path way finding
• curb ramp at trailhead
• remove third lane

#1 I-70 North
“Westbound Arrival”
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org

bridge columns

•

Existing:

Opportunities:

Town of Avon

•

7

Existing:
•

7

Existing:

• inconsistent landscape
plants in islands
•

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Existing:
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Existing:

• unattractive and broken
pavement
bridge columns

•

no bike lanes

•

loud traffic

•

• inconsistent landscape island plantings

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

• farewell to Avon feature
• emphasized and protected
bike lane in roundabout vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• consistent native landscape
plants
• share the road signs
• way finding signs
• remove slip lane

• replace sloped pavement
with terraces or screen with
landscape plants or planters
• increase width of side walk
around both sides of columns
• bike lane in the street or on
the sidewalk
• lighting under bridge

2

Existing:

•

roundabout sod and plants

•

brick roundabout border

•

flags and bronze statue

Opportunities:

• replace sod with native
plants and ground cover
• remove or increase brick
border; different border paving
pattern
• sandstone boulders
• relocate bronze or make
more visible

Opportunities:

1
8

3

Existing:
•

6

Existing:

• receives visitors from west
• no welcome element
• flag poles
• large amount of sod in
roundabout
• no way finding
• visitors first view of Avon
and Beaver Creek
• small welcome feature
• replace most sod with native landscape plants
• way finding signs

visitors last view of Avon

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

• inconsistent landscape
islands

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

2

7

• inconsistent landscape island plantings

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

• emphasized seamless crosswalk
• bike lanes in roadway vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• replace sod with native
landscape plants
• consistent landscape island
plantings
• remove slip lane

4

Existing:

aspen trees
brick median border

•

messy crosswalk paving

• inconsistent landscape
islands

Opportunities:

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• remove median borders
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway
• remove slip lane

• emphasized seamless crosswalk
• bike lanes in roadway vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• replace sod with native
landscape plants
• consistent landscape island
plantings

#2 I-70 South
“Eastbound Arrival”
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org
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• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

Opportunities:

Town of Avon

5

• emphasized bike lane in
roundabout vs. bike lanes on
sidewalk
• consistent native landscape
plants
• share the road signs
• way finding signs
• remove slip lane

Existing:

• inconsistent median plantings
•

6

3

4

•

7

Existing:

messy crosswalk paving

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

•

5

Existing:
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Zehren and Associates, Inc.
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Existing:

• inconsistent median plantings
•

aspen trees

•

brick median border

•

inconsistent median plantings

•

roundabout sod and plants

•

aspen trees

•

brick roundabout border

•

brick median border

•

bronze wild horses

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

• consistent native plant groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• remove brick median borders
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in roadway
• remove third lane

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• remove median borders
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway

6

Existing:

• TOA welcome feature or
design element
• replace sod with native
plants and ground cover
• remove or increase brick
border; different border paving
pattern
• sandstone boulders
• traffic lane striping

7
8
2

Existing:
•

TOA welcome sign

•

roundabout sod and plants

•

emphasized crosswalk

•

no bike lanes

•

seating nooks at crosswalks

Opportunities:

• improve TOA welcome
sign and feature
• landscaping within roundabout
• bike lane options
• way finding signs
• emphasized crosswalks
• remove third lane

7

1

6
2

3

Existing:
•

emphasized crosswalk

•

emphasized crosswalk

• non landscaped traffic
islands
•

no bike lanes

Opportunities:

• soften traffic island with
native landscape plants
• roadway and bike lane
paint striping
• bike lane in street vs. on
sidewalk
• vehicular and pedestrian
way finding

•

bench seating area

• connection to meandering
pathways

#3 Oval
“Town Center Welcome”
Town of Avon
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org

• inconsistent landscape island plantings

5

Opportunities:

• emphasized and protected
bike lane in roundabout vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• consistent native landscape
plants
• share the road signs
• way finding signs

• traffic lane striping

Opportunities:

• inconsistent landscape
islands

Existing:

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

4

3

5

Existing:

• consistent traffic island planting areas
• roadway and bike lane paint
striping
• bike lane in street vs. on sidewalk
• redesigned bench seating areas and meandering pathways

8

Existing:
•

emphasized crosswalk

• inconsistent landscape
islands
•

bench seating area

•

bronze statues

Opportunities:

• consistent traffic island
planting areas
• roadway and bike lane paint
striping
• bike lane in street vs. on
sidewalk
• redesigned bench seating areas and meandering pathways

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

1

Existing:

February 18, 2014
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4

Existing:

• inconsistent median plantings

• inconsistent median plantings

•

aspen trees

•

aspen trees

•

meandering path

•

brick median border

Opportunities:

2

Existing:
•

views to Beaver Creek

•

bronze rodeo statue

•

roundabout sod and plants

•

emphasized crosswalk

• no bike lanes or awareness
or awareness of bikes
•

seating nooks at crosswalks

6

emphasized crosswalk

•

outdated site features

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

Existing:
•

Opportunities:

emphasized crosswalk

1

2

• inconsistent landscape island plantings

5

Existing:

• large amount of roundabout sod
•

•

7

3

5
Existing:

bench seating area

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

4

3

brick median border

•

7

Opportunities:

• new TC connector roundabout feature
• landscaping / paving within
roundabout
• bike lane options
• way finding signs
• emphasized crosswalks

aspen trees

•

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• remove brick median borders
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• remove brick median borders
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway

8

•

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway
• bike path on sidewalk

6

Existing:

Opportunities:

Opportunities:

brick roundabout border

• bronze rodeo statue and
outdated rock wall

• gateway to the pedestrian
mall with eye catching feature
• roadway and bike lane
paint striping
• bike lane in street vs. on
sidewalk
• vehicular and pedestrian
way finding

po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org

• relocate statue, new TC connector roundabout feature
• replace sod with native plants
and ground cover
• remove or increase brick
border; different border paving
pattern
• sandstone boulders

8

Existing:
•

informal native plantings

• outdated rock and metal
fence
• meandering path and
bench seating area
•

#4 ‘Checkmate’
“Town Center Connector”
Town of Avon

• new gateway features
• emphasized bike lane in
roundabout vs. bike lanes on
sidewalk
• consistent native landscape
plants
• share the road signs
• way finding signs

Opportunities:

• use planting area as precedent for other areas
• update or redesign fence
• redesigned bench seating areas and meandering pathways

bronze statue

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

1

Existing:
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1

Existing:

intersection; no roundabout

•

concrete islands

•

no bike lanes

•

emphasized crosswalks

•

•

• bike lanes or sharrows
• bike boxes and bike left turn
lanes
• alternate bike/ped river
crossing
• share the road signs
• way finding signs

2

Existing:

Existing:

• large architectural entry
signs
• stone wall pattern
• sod landscaping with river
rock boulders
• landscape plants and grasses
• WTC design guidelines

site features and signs

8 7

6
5
1

2

Opportunities:

• emphasize connection to
rec path for pedestrian and
bike routes
• inmproved traihead
• pedestrian and bike way
finding signs
• orientation map of town
and trails

4

3

4

emphasized crosswalks

•

concrete medians

terraced rock wall

•

brick median border

•

concrete rail bridge

7

• inconsistent hardscape
patterns
• consistent native landscape
plants in median
• replace median bricks with
stone
• change rail bridge colors/
patterns

•

small confined space

•

concrete side slopes

8

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes

• crosswalk and median paving patters
• pedestrian saftey zone
• pedestrian crossing signal
• raised crosswalk/traffic
calming

Opportunities:

• widened walkway
• terraces with retainng wall
• bike lanes in roadway vs.
bike lanes on sidewalk
• change rail bridge colors/
patterns

#5 Riverfront Intersection
“Riverfront”
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org

•

Existing:

Opportunities:

Town of Avon

Existing:

Opportunities:

Existing:
•

concrete median

• emphasized crosswalk
• crosswalk and median paving pattern
• increase sidewalk width
• green wall accents

3
•

warn crosswalk paint

•

Opportunities:

Existing:

rec path trailhead

•

6

• large rock wall results in
uncomfortable confined space

Opportunities:

•

concrete medians

Opportunities:

• crosswalk and island paving patterns
• raised crosswalk/traffic
calming
• bike lanes, bike boxes, bike
left turn lanes
• way finding signs

• local and regional rec path
connection

no bike lanes

• no awareness of bikes or
pedestrians

Opportunities:

• materials and plant reference
• minimize use of sod and
river rock boulders
• extend WTC design guidelines into the intersection

5

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

•

Existing:
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1

Existing:

5

Existing:

• inconsistent median plantings

•

median plants in groupings

•

large angular boulders

•

aspen trees

•

median way finding signs

•

no bike lanes

•

warn crosswalk paint

Opportunities:

• consistent native plant
groupings
• replace aspens with aspen
groups or different species
• boulder groupings
• bike lane or sharrow in
roadway

• median plant, material and
sign precedence
• emphasized crosswalk

2

Existing:

Existing:

• inconsistent landscape island plantings
• stone wall and bench seating area
• hidden stone and metal
fence
• warn crosswalk paint

•

• confusing traffic lane striping

Opportunities:

7

8
1

• no bike lanes or awareness
of bikes
• sod and brick border in
roundabout

Opportunities:

• vehicular and bike lane
striping
• replace sod with native
landscape plants
• remove or increase brick
border in roundabout
• way finding signs

2

3

6
4 5

4

resort entry / gateway

•

large angular slab boulders

•

native plant groupings

• replace sod with native
plants and ground cover
• remove or increase brick
border; different border paving
pattern
• sandstone boulders

Existing:

Existing:
•

brick roundabout border

• bronze rodeo statue and
outdated rock wall

• consistent native landscape
island plantings
• emphasized crosswalk
• redesign / repurpose bench
seating area

3

6

• large amount of roundabout sod

Opportunities:

Existing:

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Opportunities:

7

• inconsistent landscape island plantings
• stone wall and bench seating area
• hidden stone and metal
fence
• warn crosswalk paint

Opportunities:

• consistent native landscape
island plantings
• emphasized crosswalk
• redesign / repurpose bench
seating area
• way finding signs

Existing:

8

• inconsistent landscape island plantings
• stone wall and bench seating area
• hidden stone and metal
fence
• warn crosswalk paint

Opportunities:

• material and plant grouping
reference
• entry gateway reference

Opportunities:

• consistent native landscape
island plantings
• emphasized crosswalk
• redesign / repurpose bench
seating area
• way finding signs

#6 Beaver Creek / HWY 6
“Resort Entrance”
Town of Avon
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org
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#2 I-70 South

#3 Oval - Avon Welcome

#4 Town Center Connector

#5 Riverfront Intersection

• Landscape enhancements
- Roundabout plants, ground cover, and boulders
- Accent plants in landscape islands
• Identity artwork
- Move flags to new location
- Trailhead locater features
- Underpass silhouette or texture artwork
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Colored / textured crosswalks
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway
- Additional curb cuts
- Remove slip lanes

• Landscape enhancements
- Roundabout plants, ground cover, and boulders
- Accent plants in landscape islands
- Existing landscape cleanup
• Identity artwork
- Move flags to new location or move all flags to this
location
- Make ‘Pledge’ bronze more visible
- Underpass silhouette or texture artwork
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Colored / textured crosswalks
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway
- Additional curb cuts
- Remove slip lanes

• Landscape enhancements
- Add new plants / grasses and boulders to existing
roundabout landscape
- Accent plants in landscape islands
• Identity artwork
- New welcome feature with larger, updated wall
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Colored / textured crosswalks
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway
- Vehicle lane striping
- Remove extra lanes

• Landscape enhancements
- Roundabout plants, ground cover, and boulders
- Accent plants in landscape islands
- Existing landscape cleanup
• Identity artwork
- New Town Center focal point centerpiece
- Relocate ‘Checkmate’ bronze
- ETC and WTC gateway features to draw traffic into
town
- Update existing benches, stone walls, and fences
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Colored, textured, and lighted crosswalks
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway
- Vehicle lane striping

• Landscape enhancements
- Accent plants on intersection corners
• Identity artwork
- Trailhead locater features
- Underpass silhouette or texture artwork
- Bridge railing and lighting update or silhouette
artwork
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway

Future
Rec P
ath

Median Enhancements
Remove unhealthy trees
Preserve healthy trees in good locations
Plant new trees in raised median planter only
Arrange groups of native shrubs, perennials, ornamental native grasses and angular boulders in between groups of trees
• Replace brick median borders with stone material

• Relocate Avon citizen bronzes to Pedestrian Mall
• Remove all bronze busts and relocate to alternate
special display area.

Bridge

#6 Beaver Creek

•
•
•
•

Artwork Relocation

Futu
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e
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Median Enhancements
Median Enhancements
• Remove unhealthy trees
• Plant groups of perennials, ornamental native grasses,
and angular boulders
• Replace brick median borders with stone material

•
•
•
•

Remove unhealthy trees
Preserve healthy trees in good locations
Plant new trees in raised median planter only
Arrange groups of native shrubs, perennials, ornamental native grasses and angular boulders in between groups of trees
• Replace brick median borders with stone material

• Landscape enhancements
- Roundabout plants, ground cover, and
boulders
- Accent plants on intersection corners
- Clean up median plants; add grasses and
boulders
• Identity artwork
- Existing Beaver Creek artwork
• Bike / Pedestrian Network
- Colored / textured crosswalks
- Bike lane or sharrow in roadway
- Vehicle lane striping
- Link in with Hwy 6 and Beaver Creek
bike network

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

#1 I-70 North

Avon Road Conceptual Long Term Improvement Plan
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- North rec path to Eagle Valley Rec Path via Avon Rd

Red Bike Route

Future
Rec P
ath

- Avon Public Library to Wal-Mart via Lake St and Beaver Crk Blvd

Blue Bike Route

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Futu
re R
Exten ec Path
sion

Green Bike Route

Bridge

- Avon Public Library to City Market via Riverfront Ln and Benchmark Rd

Bike safety sign examples

Sharrow Lane paint striping symbol
- Maximize visibility of shared lane for bikes and vehicles
- Use retro-reflective paint striping symbols
- Place symbols in right lane of Avon Road between Buck Creek
Road and the entrace to Beaver Creek Resort and in the outer most
lane of all roundabouts
- Space symbols 50’ apart in roundabouts and 80’ apart in roadway
between roundabouts

Avon Road Overall Bike Symbol Plan
February 18, 2014
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Green Bike Route

- North rec path to Eagle Valley Rec Path via Avon Rd

Red Bike Route

- Avon Public Library to Wal-Mart via Lake St and Beaver Crk Blvd

Blue Bike Route

- Avon Public Library to City Market via Riverfront Ln and Benchmark Rd

Sharrow Lane paint striping symbol
- Maximize visibility of shared lane for bikes and vehicles
- Use retro-reflective paint striping symbols
- Place symbols in right lane of Avon Road between Buck Creek
Road and the entrace to Beaver Creek Resort and in the outer most
lane of all roundabouts
- Space symbols 50’ apart in roundabouts and 80’ apart in roadway
between roundabouts

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Bike safety sign examples

Avon Road Prototypical Bike Symbol Plan for Roundabouts #3 and #4
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Aspen tree groupings with angular boulders.

Angular boulders with native ornamental grasses.

Accent flowering perennials in landscape islands.

Stone median and roundabout border.

Maple and spruce tree grouping.

New Town Center Identity Monument

Artistic metal pedestrian railing

Nature or animal silhouette metal artwork.

Relocated flags at I-70 north roundabout.

Monument / Identity

Vertical stone columns Town Center Gateway elements.

Bike and Pedestrian Network

Sharrow paint markings in Breckenridge

Sharrow pavement marking
dimensions

Bike regulatory sign

Bike route sign adapted from West
Town Center design guidelines

Avon Road
Example Photos
Town of Avon
po box 975 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 748 4000 . www.avon.org

Colored and textured crosswalk

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Enhanced Landscape Improvements
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Stone pillar bike route marker

Relocated flag poles

Enhanced median landscape

Statues to move to Ped Mall

New Avon welcome feature

Ornamental tree

New Town Center identity feature

Planter pots in existing alcoves

Angular sandstone boulders

Stone pillar gateway feature

2014 and beyond
Town of Avon

Sharrow pavement marking

Landscape grasses and boulders

Avon Road Conceptual Plan for Long Term Improvements

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Western themed silhouettes

Colored and textured crosswalk
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Relocated flagpoles.

Slip lanes removed and replaced with enhanced
landscape street border.
Colored and textured concrete crosswalks.

Enhanced landscaping in roundabout and
landscape islands.

Brick borders re-faced with stone to match West
Town Center guidelines.

Brick borders re-faced with stone to match
West Town Center guidelines.

Sharrow symbol pavement marking.

Enhanced landscaping in roundabout and
landscape islands.

Enhanced landscaping in roundabout and
landscape islands.

Brick borders re-faced with stone to match
West Town Center guidelines.

Stone pillar trailhead marker.

Improved and enlarged Avon welcome sign.
Existing landscape to remain.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Colored and textured concrete crosswalks.

New bridge and rec path to be completed by
Eagle County Rec Trails in 2014.

Brick borders re-faced with stone to match
West Town Center guidelines.

Western themed Cor-ten silhouettes.
Enhanced landscaping in roundabout
and landscape islands.
Colored and textured concrete
crosswalks.
‘Pledge’ bronze statue to be
relocated to Pedestrian Mall.
Brick borders re-faced with stone to
match West Town Center guidelines.

Replace aspen trees with winter
hardy ornamental trees.

Relocate ‘Avon Citizens’ bronze statues to
pedestrian mall and replace with enhanced
landscape and variable message sign.
Colored and textured concrete crosswalk.
Enhanced median landscape with native
grasses and angular boulders.
Re-face seating alcove stone walls with West Town
Center stone, relocate benches to pedestrian mall
and replace with planter pots.

Enhanced crosswalk to be main
Avon Road crossing.
Enhanced landscaping in roundabout
and landscape islands.

Sharrow symbol pavement marking.
Stone pillar trailhead marker.
Enhanced landscaping on intersection corners.

Remove seating alcove stone walls and brick
paving and replace with enhanced landscape
and stone pillars.

Colored and textured intersection and
crosswalk pavement.
Native landscape plants to screen guardrail.

New Town Center identity monument and way finding.
Brick borders re-faced with stone to match West Town
Center guidelines.

Avon Road Conceptual Plan for Long Term Improvements
2014 and beyond
Town of Avon
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Conceptual Plan for 2014 Improvements
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Relocated flagpoles and surrounding
enhanced landscape.
Enhanced landscaping in roundabout and
landscape islands.

Enhanced landscaping in roundabout and
landscape islands.
Improved and enlarged Avon welcome sign.
Existing landscape and bronze statues to remain.
Enhanced median landscape with native
perennials, ornamental grasses and angular
boulders.

New bridge and rec path
to be completed by Eagle
County Rec Trails in 2014.

Enhanced landscaping in roundabout
and landscape islands.
‘Pledge’ bronze statue to be
relocated to Pedestrian Mall.
Replace aspen trees with winter
hardy ornamental trees.
Relocate ‘Avon Citizens’ bronze statues to
pedestrian mall and replace with enhanced
landscape and variable message sign.
Enhanced median landscape with native
shrubs, perennials, ornamental grasses and
angular boulders.

Enhanced crosswalk to be main
Avon Road crossing.
Enhanced landscaping in roundabout
and landscape islands.
New Town Center identity monument and way finding.
Remove seating alcove stone walls and brick paving
and replace with enhanced landscape and stone pillars.

Sharrow symbol pavement marking (typ.)
Enhanced landscaping around new rec
path bridge.
Improved lighting features at crosswalk.
Enhanced median landscape with native
shrubs, perennials, ornamental grasses and
angular boulders.

Avon Road Conceptual Plan for 2014 Improvements
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Sharrow symbol pavement marking (typ.)
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Schematic Design of 2014 Improvements
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Existing Conditions:

• Two flag poles are susceptible to winter traffic
accidents.
• Roundabout and landscape islands have large
sod areas.
• Furnishings and light poles are outdated green
color.

Proposed Improvements:
•

Roundabout will have a new patriotic flag theme.

• Flag poles from both I-70 roundabouts will be
relocated to the south facing slope above the stone wall
north of the roundabout.

Roundabout #1 ‘I-70 North’ Photo Simulation
2014 Improvements

February 18, 2014

Town of Avon
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Planter pots added for accent color.

October 24, 2013

•

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

• Roundabout, landscape islands, and south facing
slope north of the roundabout will be planted with
native, dry climate shrubs and perennials.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.

• Unhealthy trees will be removed and replaced with
trees suited to growing on hot, dry south facing slopes.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

• Spruce trees in roundabout and on hot south
facing slope are unhealthy.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.
po box 1976 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 949 0257 . www.zehren.com

•

Aspen trees in median are crowded and unhealthy.

•

No accent plantings or plant variety in median.

•

Raised median planting area has brick border.

• ‘Avon Citizens’ Bronze statues clustered together and
located near busy street.
•

Furnishings and street lights are outdated green color.

Proposed Improvements:
•

Aspen trees in median have been removed.

• New ornamental trees planted in raised planting
area of median.
• Ends of median are planted with colorful native
plants and grasses that are suited to dryer south facing
slopes within the Vail Valley.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements
Median #1 Photo Simulation
2014 Improvements

October 24, 2013

• Sharrow bike symbol pavement marker placed in
right lane throughout Avon Road.

February 18, 2014
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• ‘Avon Citizens’ bronze statues have been relocated and replaced with enhanced landscaping and a
variable message sign.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.

• Angular Colorado Buff Sandstone boulders
placed throughout enhanced median.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Existing Conditions:

Zehren and Associates, Inc.
po box 1976 . avon . colorado 81620 . 970 949 0257 . www.zehren.com

Existing Conditions:

• Perennial and annual planting area is too small and
area of sod is too large.
•

Roundabout has brick boarder

•

Lighting is misused and outdated.

Proposed Improvements:
• Welcome sign stone wall is double height stepping
down to the existing wall height and triple width.
• Area for the welcome sign size is doubled, actual
welcome sign to be determined from multiple options.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

• Angular Colorado Buff Sandstone boulders placed
throughout enhanced landscape.

Roundabout #3 ‘Avon Welcome’ Photo Simulation
2014 Improvements

October 24, 2013

• Lighting is updated and hidden within the
landscape.

February 18, 2014
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• Planting area in front of welcome sign is larger and
planted with a profusion of colorful perennial plants,
grasses, and annuals.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.

• Ski Championship lettering is moved higher on the
wall to be more visible.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

• Welcome sign is too small and too low to the ground
causing it to be covered with snow in the winter.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.
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•

Aspen trees in median are crowded and unhealthy.

•

No accent plantings or plant variety in median.

•

Street sign is small and difficult to see.

•

Furnishings and street lights are outdated green color.

Proposed Improvements:
•

Aspen trees in median have been removed.

• Median is planted with colorful native plants and
grasses with profusion of colorful accent plants on
each median end.

Median #2 Photo Simulation
2014 Improvements

October 24, 2013

• Sharrow bike symbol pavement marker placed in
right lane throughout Avon Road.

February 18, 2014
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• Street sign with back lighting and event banner
added to light pole.

Zehren and Associates, Inc.

• Angular Colorado Buff Sandstone boulders
placed throughout enhanced median.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Existing Conditions:

Zehren and Associates, Inc.
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Arrival from East/Departure to West,
Patriotic Flag Theme.

I-70 Arrival/Depature
Services, Residential.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Town of Avon
n
Welcome Sign
n

West Town Center

Arrival from West,
Departure to East.

Nottingham Park, Rec Center,
Public Library, Town Hall,
Guest Lodging, Residential.

Enhanced pedestrian
crosswalk

Town of Avon Welcome.

East Town Center
gateway features

Town Center
Identity Monument.
• An identifiable town center piece
feature.

Roundabout #4

• Create interest and intrigue to
announce the presence of exciting
destinations.
• Suggest to visitors to divert east or
west into the Town of Avon.

West Town Centerr
gateway featuress

Town Centerr
Identity Monument

• Match Avon’s modern, urban
character.
• Highlight relationship between natural
and urban environments.

Riverfront Intersection,
Resort/Residential Access.
Future
Rec Pa
th Brid
ge

Resort Gateway,
US Hwy 6,
Alternate Avon Arrival
and Departure.

East Town Center
Retail, Dining, Services,
Residential.

• Highlight distinctly different four
seasons as well as four cardinal
directions.
• Ensure that identity feature has interest
in all four seasons as well as both day
and night.
• Use a combination of locally sourced
stone and bronze or steel materials.
Futu
re R
Extens ec Path
ion

• Make a lasting impression for visitors
to want to return to Avon.
• A Town Identity feature that local
residents can be proud of.

Beaver Creek/Hwy 6

Resort, Recreation, Entertainment
Guest Lodging.

Town Center Identity Monument
Framework and Goals
February 18, 2014
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ETC/WTC Gateway Features

Monolith beacon sculptures.

Stone Monolith Columns (12” x 18” x 24”-72”H).

Stone monoliths with geometric carved shapes/patterns.

Identity Monument Goals

• An identifiable town center piece feature.
• Create interest and intrigue to announce the
presence of exciting destinations.
• Suggest to visitors to divert east or west into
the Town of Avon.
• Match Avon’s modern, urban character.
• Highlight relationship between natural and
urban environments.
• Highlight distinctly different four seasons as
well as four cardinal directions.
• Ensure that identity feature has interest in all
four seasons as well as both day and night.
• Use a combination of locally sourced stone
and bronze or steel materials.
• Make a lasting impression for visitors to want
to return to Avon.
• A Town Identity feature that local residents
can be proud of.

Cor Ten Steel Pillars with Cut-outs.

Stone Monolith with Inset Carvings.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Town Center Identity Monument

Town Center Identity Monument
Precedents and Proposed Materials
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Westin Riverfront Resort.

Westin, Riverfront Village Gateway.

Seasons Building, Summer Entrance.

West Town Center Destination Sign.

Cor Ten Steel Lighted Bollard.

Stone Seat Wall and Fire Pit.

Stone

Stone Monolith Columns (12” x 18” x 24”-72”H).

Horizontal Stone Monolith.

Angled Stone Monolith.

Angular Buff Sandstone Boulders (3’ x 4’)

Large Rounded River Boulders.

Urban/Nature Relationship

Avon logo on light pole stone base.

Custom Modern Light pole on
Stone Base

Rock Cobble in Square Metal Cage.

Angular Sandstone Slabs with Black Sign Board.

Sandstone Retaining Wall with Landscape Berm.

Pedestrian Mall and Avon Road Improvements

Modern Mountain Village

Town Center Identity Monument
Existing Town of Avon Design Precedents
February 18, 2014
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Staff Report – Master Sign Program
February 18, 2014 Planning & Zoning Commission Meeting
Report date
Project type
Legal description
Zoning
Address
Prepared By

February 12, 2014
Master Sign Program
Lot 61, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision
Town Center (TC)
75 Benchmark Road
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager

Summary
The Applicant, Dominic Mauriello of MPG, representing the owner of the Wyndham Resort Property, has
submitted a Master Sign Program (“MSP”) application for building mounted signs for the Wyndham Resort
currently under construction (“the Property”). The Application is being reviewed in accordance with
§15.28.080(16), Sign Programs, and §15.28.070, Design Review, Avon Municipal Code. Attached to this
report is the proposed MSP (Exhibit A), which includes project identification signs and two potential future
“tenant” signs.
Planning Analysis
As the Commission is aware the Property is primarily occupied by Wyndham, and as such, the majority of
program is “project identification” signage for Wyndham Resort. The signs are oriented to both vehicular and
pedestrian traffic. The design, locations, and general nature of the proposed MSP appear to be appropriate.
In addition to the project identification signs, the Application also includes two (2) other signs: “Sign F” would
be for the small retail space adjacent to the Transit Center, and “Sign E” is for the southwest corner of the
building where the sales space is planned. The design of these signs is not finalized and would come back
to the Commission either individually or together; this program approval would be limited to approving the
size and locations.
Sign Allowance
The Sign Code (§15.28.080(2)) generally limits building identification signage to sixty-four (64) square feet;
however, given the amount of property frontage the total allowable sign area is one hundred and four (104)
square feet. The proposal is for a total of eighty (80) square feet in the form of four (4) different signs. The
Sign Code also permits one (1) square foot of sign area per lineal foot of building frontage in areas adjacent
to streets for tenant signs. The other two signs could be up to twenty (20) square feet.
Window Signs
The proposed MSP includes allowance for window signage and mirrors the Town of Avon’s window sign
requirement of a maximum 25% of window area.
Sign Illumination
As proposed, the lighting for each sign is as follows:
Sign A - Unlit
Sign B - Internal LED
Sign C - Internal LED light source
Sign D - internal LED light source
Sign E - TBD. Internal or External. To match Signs B, C, and D if internal.
Sign F - TBD. Internal or External. To match Signs B, C, and D if internal.
The Sign Code states that “lighting shall be of no greater wattage than is necessary to make the sign visible
at night. Further, light sources should not be visible. This Application is in compliance with §15.28.060(g),
Sign Lighting.
Materials
As indicated in the program, the intent is for a modern, simple design to reflect that of the building’s
architecture. Metal and aluminum are proposed, with protruding polyurethane for font and graphics. The
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signs are nearly flush with the wall surfaces, only projecting 1.5” from the wall surfaces to provide a flush,
uniform appearance. The two tenant sign designs would come back to PZC if this program is approved for a
review of materials and colors.
Review Criteria
§15.28.070, Design Review Criteria. The Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider the following
items in reviewing proposed designs:
(1) The suitability of the improvement, including materials with which the sign is to be constructed
and the site upon which it is to be located;
(2) The nature of adjacent and neighboring improvements;
(3) The quality of the materials to be utilized in any proposed improvement;
(4) The visual impact of any proposed improvement, as viewed from any adjacent or neighboring
property;
(5) The objective that no improvement will be so similar or dissimilar to other signs in the vicinity that
values, monetary or aesthetic, will be impaired;
(6) Whether the type, height, size and/or quantity of signs generally complies with the sign code,
and are appropriate for the project;
(7) Whether the sign is primarily oriented to vehicular or pedestrian traffic, and whether the sign is
appropriate for the determined orientation.
§15.28.080(16) Sign programs. Sign programs are encouraged for all projects, and are required as a part of
the design review process for all proposed projects. Sign programs shall be in accordance with:
a. Sign programs shall be compatible with the site and building, and should provide for a similarity of
types, sizes, styles and materials for signs within a project. Several alternatives for signage should
be included in the program so as not to be so restrictive as to eliminate individuality.
b. Sign programs may be proposed or changed only by the owners of the building or the owners'
association. Sign program changes or proposals may not be made by an individual business.
c. Proposed signs, not in accordance with an approved sign program, will only be considered by the
Planning and Zoning Commission upon receipt of written evidence that the proposed sign is
acceptable to the owners of the building or the owners' association.
d. All sign programs shall be in written and plan form. Plans shall indicate size, location, type and
number of signs for the site and buildings.
e. Programs may include limitations on wording, colors, design, lighting, materials and other
restrictions, and deemed appropriate by the applicant.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends that the MSP application for the Wyndham Resort on Lot 61, Block 2, Benchmark at
Beaver Creek Subdivision be approved with the following finding:
1. The type, height, size and quality of the signs generally comply with the Sign Code, and are
appropriate for the project (§15.28.070(6)).
2. The proposed MSP complies with the review criteria as set forth in §15.28.070, Review Criteria, of
the Avon Municipal Code;

Exhibit
A:
Proposed Master Sign Program, dated January 31, 2014
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Exhibit A

Wyndham
Vacation
Ownership
!

Sign Program

75 Benchmark Road

Lot 61, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek
Parcel #: 210512203026

!
Submitted to the Town of
Avon on January 31, 2014

!
!

PO Box 4777 Eagle, CO 81631
970.376.3318

Exhibit A

Wyndham Vacation Ownership is a mixed use building, with timeshare ownership as
the primary use, a retail space, and a sales office. This document serves as the sign
program for the Wyndham Vacation Ownership Building, located at 75 Benchmark
Road. The intent of this program is to provide an aesthetic sign program fitting the
building’s architecture and to ensure consistent quality representation for any and all
tenant signage.

!

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Approval Process/Permits: All signage shall be in accordance with the Wyndham
sign program. All tenants must submit drawings and specifications for proposed
signage and must be pre-approved by the landlord/owner prior to submission to
the Town of Avon Sign Administrator for permitting. All building signage shall be
approved and permitted by Town of Avon Sign Administrator prior to installation.
Colors, fonts, messaging, sign sizes within the maximum allowed for the site, and
similar minor changes to the program may be approved by the Sign Administrator
and does not require review and approval of the Planning and Zoning Commission.
2. Installation: All workmanship and specifications will comply with Wyndham sign
program and all applicable government regulations.
3. Lighting: All indirect sign lighting shall be downlighting and comply with the
Town’s sign and lighting code.
Sign A is not lighted. Signs B, C, and D are
internally illuminated with LED lights. Signs E and F may be internally illuminated
or externally illuminated to be specified as tenants apply for individual sign permits.
Any tenant sign which is internally illuminated shall be consist with the style and
manufacture of the building identification signs.
4. Brackets/Support: Building Identifications Signs (A, B, C, and D) are affixed to the
building with no visible bracket or support system. Signs E and F are to be
determined by tenant and reviewed by the Town administrator for consistency with
the building’s architecture and detailing.
5. Maintenance: Tenant Signs are to be kept well-maintained. Lighting must kept in
good repair. Physical condition of tenant signs should be maintained, no missing
letters or characters, paint kept fresh and not faded etc. Landlord will require tenant
improvement or repair to any sign that falls below quality standards.
6. Amendment: This sign program may be proposed or changed only by the owner
of the building or with the owner’s approval.
7. Directional Signage: Additional signage for directional purposes only may be
added for uses like valet, check-in, and similar functions. These signs are not
intended to be visible from the street or public sidewalk and are generally less than
5 sq. ft. Any signage located within the tunnel or overhang to the parking structure
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!

will be directional in nature.
administrator approval.

This signage may be added subject to Town

SIGN LOCATIONS:
There are 6 sign locations, indicated as follows:

E
F

BUILDING IDENTIFICATION SIGN SIZES:
Free Standing Sign: Total of 24 sq. ft.
Sign Location A: 24 sq. ft.

!

Building Signs: Total of 56 sq. ft.
Sign Location B: 24.4 sq. ft.
Sign Location C: 7.2 sq. ft.
Sign Location D: 24.4 sq. ft.

!
Total Building Identification sign area: 80 sq. ft. (Total allowable is 104 sq. ft.)
!

INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS IDENTIFICATION SIGN SIZES (VEHICULAR-ORIENTED
SIGNS):

!

Sign Location E: 20 sq. ft.
Sign Location F: 20 sq. ft.
3

Exhibit A

Total Business Identification sign area: 40 sq. ft. (Total allowable is 40 sq. ft.)

!

The sizes of individual signs may be adjusted as long as the total sign area does not
exceed that allowed by the program.

!

WINDOW SIGNAGE:
In accordance with the Town’s code, window signage shall not exceed 25% of each
contiguous window bank area on ground level of the building. Because window signs
are intended to provide information about specials, events, and other messages these
signs do not require any additional approval by the Town of Avon Sign Administrator.

!
!
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SIGN DESIGN:
The design of the signs is intended to be modern, simple and high-quality, mirroring
the architecture of the building. Changes to signs are anticipated over time and with
the change in tenants and therefore the messaging, colors, and shapes of signs may
change periodically.

!

Sign A: (Free Standing)

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

!
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Signs B and C:

!
!
!
!
!
!
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Sign D:

!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Exhibit A

Signs E and F:

!

The design of these signs will be determined by the tenants and proposed to the
Town’s sign administrator. The colors and style of signs may differ from the building
identification signage but should be consistent with the architecture of the building.
These signs may be reviewed and approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission
without the need to amend the sign program as long as they are otherwise consistent
with the program. Sign E may be located along either or both the Benchmark Road
frontage or the Lettuce Shed Lane Frontage, but not exceed the total sq. ft. allowed for
that space.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Staff Report – Master Sign Program Amendment
February 18, 2014 Planning & Zoning Commission Meeting
February 13, 2014
Report date
Master Sign Program
Project type
Lot 21, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision
Legal description
Town Center (TC)
Zoning
0182 Avon Road
Address
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager
Prepared By
Summary
The Applicant, Monte Park of Sign on Design, representing the owners of the Crossing Building
(formerly “Christy Sports Building” or “182 Avon Road”), has submitted a Master Sign Program
(“MSP”) amendment application for a new tenant – Boxcar Restaurant. The Application is being
reviewed in accordance with §15.28.080(16), Sign Programs, and §15.28.070, Design Review,
Avon Municipal Code. Attached to this report is a summary of the amendments, which includes
two new tenant sign locations.

Planning Analysis
The current MSP is almost 25 years old, and includes various sign allotments for tenants that no
longer occupy the building. It also includes a variety of sign types including fabric awnings, and
pan-channel letter signs. The purpose of this MSP Amendment is to take the previously allocated
sign area from Slifer Designs and redeploy the square footage elsewhere on the building for
Boxcar Restaurant.
A forthcoming design review application will provide for various exterior modifications to the
building (i.e. display windows, new entrances, removal of awnings and enclosing covered
entrances). Those building modifications will require a new look at the entire sign program for the
building. Staff is recommending that this application be approved and at such time the Minor
Design application is approved for building modifications, a new sign program be submitted to
supersede all previous approvals.
One of the two Boxcar signs is facing the railroad tracks and is intended to bring exposure to the
new tenant for from Nottingham Station and the planned crossing. The orientation of this sign
should be reviewed carefully (see §15.28.070(4) and (7) below). Would this sign still be
acceptable if the railroad crossing were not approved? The Commission should discuss the
suitability of this sign and whether or not different sign types on the building is appropriate. The
building will likely end up with a total of three (3) tenants once all building renovations are
completed.

Review Criteria
§15.28.070, Design Review Criteria. The Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider the
following items in reviewing proposed designs:
(1) The suitability of the improvement, including materials with which the sign is to be
constructed and the site upon which it is to be located;
(2) The nature of adjacent and neighboring improvements;
(3) The quality of the materials to be utilized in any proposed improvement;
(4) The visual impact of any proposed improvement, as viewed from any adjacent or
neighboring property;
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(5) The objective that no improvement will be so similar or dissimilar to other signs in the
vicinity that values, monetary or aesthetic, will be impaired;
(6) Whether the type, height, size and/or quantity of signs generally complies with the sign
code, and are appropriate for the project;
(7) Whether the sign is primarily oriented to vehicular or pedestrian traffic, and whether the
sign is appropriate for the determined orientation.
§15.28.080(16) Sign programs. Sign programs are encouraged for all projects, and are required as
a part of the design review process for all proposed projects. Sign programs shall:
a. Sign programs shall be compatible with the site and building, and should provide for a
similarity of types, sizes, styles and materials for signs within a project. Several alternatives
for signage should be included in the program so as not to be so restrictive as to eliminate
individuality.
b. Sign programs may be proposed or changed only by the owners of the building or the
owners' association. Sign program changes or proposals may not be made by an individual
business.
c. Proposed signs, not in accordance with an approved sign program, will only be
considered by the Planning and Zoning Commission upon receipt of written evidence that
the proposed sign is acceptable to the owners of the building or the owners' association.
d. All sign programs shall be in written and plan form. Plans shall indicate size, location,
type and number of signs for the site and buildings.
e. Programs may include limitations on wording, colors, design, lighting, materials and other
restrictions, and deemed appropriate by the applicant.

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends that the MSP amendment application for the Crossing Building located , Block
2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision be approved with the following condition:
1. A new MSP will be submitted once architectural modifications to the building are
approved. The new MSP will incorporate this amendment and will replace all previous
approvals.
And the following findings:
1. The proposed amendments comply with the review criteria as set forth in §15.28.070,
Review Criteria, of the Avon Municipal Code;

Attachments
Proposed Master Sign Program Amendments
182 Avon Road MSP (1990)
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Vicinity Map
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Exhibit Amendment 1-A
Reference to existing MSP exhibit A

Amendment Proposal for 182 Avon Rd Master Sign Program
The purpose of the amendments to existing sign program is re-aligning the outdated current program with
allocated signs pertinent to new tenant locations. Goals are to update materials and lighting to enhance
exposure and appeal, allowing improved branding while creating a more “retail friendly” enhanced store
front by improving sign options.
182 Avon Rd will be undergoing new architectural changes on Christy Sports side of building, new
landscaping, and parking expansions along with new building entry’s in the up coming spring, summer
and fall season. The number of tenants in the building will be more limited in number (3 tenants) as will
new store entrances. These changes will bring new guidelines for a future MSP to be determined and
submitted for review by the Town of Avon once architectural drawings are finalized and approved. There
will be a rebranding of the Building as The Crossing. This current amendment is directed at enabling the
(currently under construction to open in next 3-4 weeks) Box Car Restaurant the opportunity to better
brand themselves now with their opening and sign designs will be designed to fall into acceptable criteria
for the future MSP on entire building.
Amendment 1:
Tenant Sign Allowance Reference to Existing MSP Exhibit A:

(see amendment Exhibit 1-A)

Amendment 2:
Signage Location
Note: There does not appear to be an Exhibit C on file for reference?
The mentioned Slifer Design awnings etc are no longer in existence.
Amend to: North side building signs will remain intact in the combination of channel letter raceway sign
for Christy Sports and the Fabric banner signs over the North East Building entrances. See exhibit
amendment 2-A. West side Christy Sports sign locations will be allowed in current location above
entrances until new MSP with re-newed entrances is approved. See exhibit 3-A
New Box Car location will be allowed 2 sign locations per exhibit 4-A on west facing and South west side
of the building.

Tenant
Christy Sports

Location
North Side Bldg
West Side Bldg

Box Car Restaurant West Side Bldg
South side Bldg
Banner tenants:*
Barber
North Side Bldg
Massage Therapy
North Side Bldg
Chiropractic Clinic North Side Bldg

Status

Pan Channel raceway
48 sq ft
Wood framed vinyl on acrylic 16 sq ft
Back lit Cabinet box
16 sq ft
flat panel vinyl graphics
12 sq ft

TBD
TBD

Corten steel patina raised copy 32 sq ft
Corten steel patina raised copy 32 sq ft
Sub total= 156 sq ft

Existing
Ex isting
Existing

Fabric Banner
Fabric banner
Fabric Banner

8 sq ft
8 sq ft
8 sq ft
Sub total= 24 sq ft
Total Sign Allowance= 180 sq ft

*Banner tenants: Note these tenant locations will no longer be a part of the master redevelopment plan of
restructuring the building to 3 tenants.

Exhibit Amendment Glossary
Tenant Sign Allowance
Existing North Tenant Signs with sq ft. (photo)
Existing West Tenant Signs with sq ft. added proposed Box car sign (photo)
Proposed Box Car Sign Amended West and Southwest locations (photo)
Proposed new gooseneck lighting
Pg 1

Sign allowance

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Amendment 3:
Sign Materials & Proposed Lighting Amendment.
Amend to: The signs placed on the North side of the building shall be of a fabric awning material placed
on the existing awning frames. Lettering shall be vinyl die cut or silk screened materials and be of design,
color and type face as to complement the overall appearance of the building. The Channel letter sign for
Christy Sports shall remain as existing . New signs added to the west side of the building shall conform to
the following: Lighting for signs shall be of gooseneck style for any new tenant signs. (see exhibit 5-A
Lighting) Materials for tenant signs shall reflect dimensional qualities of raised letters, raised borders,
recessed, carved, sandblasted, or routed qualities. Tenant signs shall conform to Town of Avon materials
code.
Exhibit 1-A
Exhibit 2-A
Exhibit 3-A
Exhibit 4-A
Exhibit 5-A

Material

Pg 2

4-A

5-A

Staff Report – Master Sign Program
February 18, 2014 Planning & Zoning Commission Meeting
February 12, 2014
Report date
Master Sign Program
Project type
Lot 65B, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek Subdivision
Legal description
Town Center (TC)
Zoning
0142 Beaver Creek Place
Address
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager
Prepared By
Summary
The Applicant, Monte Park of Sign on Design, representing the owners of the Annex Shopping
Center, has submitted a Master Sign Program (“MSP”) application for new sign standards at the
Annex lot (“the Property”). The Property is now being referred to as “Annex Station”. The
Application is being reviewed in accordance with §15.28.080(16), Sign Programs, and §15.28.070,
Design Review, Avon Municipal Code. Attached to this report is the proposed MSP, which
includes tenant sign specifications, lighting, and two monument signs.

Planning Analysis
The current MSP for the Property was overhauled in 1995 with standards for seventeen (17)
individual pan channel letter tenant signs. The signs are no to exceed 18 inches in height by 12
feet in length for each storefront and be constructed with blue acrylic faces. Two (2) internally
illuminated monument signs are also included in the program. The current program limits the
ability for creativity (i.e. blue acrylic PMS 287 faces required), and in terms of sign design,
represents the old Avon standard for commercial properties with all consistent channel lettered
signage.
This Application is for an entirely new MSP that will repeal all elements of previous approvals and
act as the sole program. The new sign program includes identical locational requirements for the
tenant signage and monument signage, but allows for more flexibility in color and design to suit
future tenant needs. The proposed MSP is in concert with other recent approvals including the
North Court Building (71 Beaver Creek Place) and the Junction Building (47 E. BC Blvd). Lighting
standards would also be consistent with other recent approvals with downcast gooseneck fixtures
and small amounts of halo lighting for building identification.
Tenant Signage
The Sign Code (§15.28.080(2)) limits a property’s allowable signage to one (1) square foot of
signage for the first thirty-two (32) lineal feet of building front and one-third (1/3) square feet of
signage for any additional lineal feet of building front thereafter. As proposed, the tenant signage
totals three hundred and seventy eight (378) square feet – with signs on all four sides of the
building. The Property contains two hundred sixty (260) lineal feet of building front on the east
side, one hundred and eight (108) feet on the south side, and one hundred and eight (108) lineal
feet of building front on the north side. This equates to a maximum tenant sign area of two
hundred and twenty four (224) square feet of signage. §15.28.080 further allows the PZC to
increase the maximum signage area if approved by a MSP.
The application outlines the existing approved MSP in detail and there would be a net reduction in
building mounted signage. It should be noted that the total allowed signage square footage would
be reduced with this sign program from 619 sq. ft. to 460 sq. ft.
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Monument Signs
The Sign Code generally limits sites to one (1) freestanding signs with an area of forty (40) square
feet and a height of eight (8) feet. PZC reserves the right to approve more than one (1)
freestanding sign when there are more than one property entrances from more than one (1) front
lot line. PZC also has discretionary powers to approve freestanding signs with a maximum square
footage of up to sixty four (64) square feet and maximum height of twenty (20) feet.
The MSP proposes to replace the two (2) free-standing signs, each eight (8) feet tall with thirty (30)
square feet of sign area. The Commission must determine if two (2) freestanding signs is
appropriate in this situation. It should be noted that there are two (2) property entrances and one
(1) exit only driveway. Additionally, two (2) monument signs of the same size exist today on the
property and the amount of exposure for this property is somewhat unique with three building
fronts and portions of the “back” of the building visible form public rights-of-way.
Window Signs
The proposed MSP includes allowance for window signage and mirrors the Town of Avon’s
window sign requirements. The proposed MSP limits window signage to 25% of a contiguous
window bank.
Sign Illumination
Standards are included within the MSP for two (2) types of lighting: 1) 24” extension arm
gooseneck fixtures not exceeding 75 watts for all tenant signage, 2) LED Halo lighting for the
building identification portions of the two (2) monument signs. The proposed lighting is consistent
with neighboring properties and would add continuity with other property signage designs in this
retail environment.
Materials
The Sign Code requires high quality sign materials and no fluorescent colors. The MSP, as
proposed, would limit the materials (i.e. no unfinished plastic) to those of a higher standard and
fluorescent colors are prohibited. There is a generous amount of flexibility proposed with building
materials as long as the signs are properly centered in the identified locations on the building with
the consistent lighting.

Review Criteria
§15.28.070, Design Review Criteria. The Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider the
following items in reviewing proposed designs:
(1) The suitability of the improvement, including materials with which the sign is to be
constructed and the site upon which it is to be located;
(2) The nature of adjacent and neighboring improvements;
(3) The quality of the materials to be utilized in any proposed improvement;
(4) The visual impact of any proposed improvement, as viewed from any adjacent or
neighboring property;
(5) The objective that no improvement will be so similar or dissimilar to other signs in the
vicinity that values, monetary or aesthetic, will be impaired;
(6) Whether the type, height, size and/or quantity of signs generally complies with the sign
code, and are appropriate for the project;
(7) Whether the sign is primarily oriented to vehicular or pedestrian traffic, and whether the
sign is appropriate for the determined orientation.
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§15.28.080(16) Sign programs. Sign programs are encouraged for all projects, and are required as
a part of the design review process for all proposed projects. Sign programs shall be in accordance
with:
a. Sign programs shall be compatible with the site and building, and should provide for a
similarity of types, sizes, styles and materials for signs within a project. Several alternatives
for signage should be included in the program so as not to be so restrictive as to eliminate
individuality.
b. Sign programs may be proposed or changed only by the owners of the building or the
owners' association. Sign program changes or proposals may not be made by an individual
business.
c. Proposed signs, not in accordance with an approved sign program, will only be
considered by the Planning and Zoning Commission upon receipt of written evidence that
the proposed sign is acceptable to the owners of the building or the owners' association.
d. All sign programs shall be in written and plan form. Plans shall indicate size, location,
type and number of signs for the site and buildings.
e. Programs may include limitations on wording, colors, design, lighting, materials and other
restrictions, and deemed appropriate by the applicant.

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends that the MSP application for the Annex Station on Lot 65B, Block 2, Benchmark
at Beaver Creek Subdivision be approved with the following condition:
1.

A revised MSP will be provided to Staff with removal of all mention to the previously
approved 1995 MSP.

And the following findings:
1. The proposed MSP complies with the review criteria as set forth in §15.28.070, Review
Criteria, of the Avon Municipal Code;
2. The increase in maximum sign area complies with the provisions set forth in §15.28.080(2),
Multiple Business Lot Signs.
3. The property is uniquely situated with three building fronts and three vehicular entrance or
exit points. As a result, continuing with two (2) monument signs is warranted and the PZC
has “discretionary powers to approve more than one (1) freestanding sign when a property
has entrances from more than one (1) front lot line (§15.28.070(14) Freestanding Signs).

Attachments
Proposed Master Sign Program
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Vicinity Map
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Master Sign Program (MSP)
The Annex Station
The Annex Station Building of Avon will have a mixed use of retail and commercial tenants. The intent of this
program is to provide an aesthetic sign program fitting the buildings architecture and to insure consistent quality
representation for any and all tenant signage.
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Approval Process/Permits: All signs shall be in accordance with The Annex Station Master Sign Program.
(referred to as MSP) All tenants must submit drawings and specifications for proposed signs for pre-approval by
Building owner or manager prior to submittal to the Town of Avon for permitting. All building signs shall be
approved and permitted by Town of Avon prior to installation. Incurred costs for submitted art work and permit
fee shall be at tenant’s expense.
2. Requirements & Options: Tenants are required to comply with MSP program for any and all exterior signs
on building. Exterior signs are limited to tenant locations by unit as shown on attachment example (Exhibit 1
Sign Locations) Tenant sign must represent The Annex Station Building businesses only.
3. Installation: All installation expenses are to be the responsibility of the tenant. A licensed electrician is
required for any lighting installation requiring new wiring. All workmanship and specifications will comply
with The Annex Station Building MSP and all applicable government regulations.
4. Maintenance: Tenant Signs are to be kept well-maintained and to building standard. Lighting must be kept in
good repair. Physical condition of tenant signs should be maintained, no missing letters or characters, paint kept
fresh and not faded, etc. The Annex Station Building manager holds right to require tenant improvement or
repair to any sign that falls below building standard. Any repair requirements will be presented in written form
to tenant by the Building manager. Tenant is required to make any repairs or refurbishments with-in 60 days of
written notice or property manager with holds the right to take tenant sign down.
5. Temporary Signs: New Tenant may place a temporary sign in allocated sign location while permanent sign
is under construction per Town of Avon sign code. Temporary signs for sales, special events, etc. must be
approved by Building Manager prior to posting and be in compliance with Avon Town Code.
6. Window Graphics are allowed for Tenants only. Window graphics should be of professional quality utilizing
vinyl or digital mediums only. Window Graphics must be approved by Building Manager and be in compliance
with Avon Town Code. Posters, flyers taped on windows etc. are discouraged, should be temporary if allowed,
and must be reviewed for approval prior to hanging on glass doors or windows. No signs notices, posters,
banners, etc. are allowed in common areas without Building manager approval.
7. Tenant Panel Removal: Removal of tenant signs shall be the responsibility of and at the expense of tenant.
Lighting components for tenant signs are a fixed building asset and may not be removed once installed.
Landlord reserves the right to withhold the expense of removing any tenant signage from deposits held on
tenant space or lien the tenant for all costs incurred in said removal.
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BUILDING IDENTITY SIGN MONUMENT DESCRIPTIONS:

Tenant Building Mounted Sign Locations and allocated sq. ft:

Building ID Sign Monument Locations: There are 2 freestanding single sided building Identity Sign
Monuments directed to address visibility based on traffic flow to the building. Each Monument will be identical
in design and colors. The Monuments will offer Individual tenant panels as assigned and reserved for tenants of
The Annex Station Building only. Tenant locations are assigned by and at the discretion of The Annex Station
Building Manager. Monument framing systems will be permanent in nature and may not be moved.

Tenants will be allocated designated sign spaces (units 1-17) by the building manager and will be located as
shown in attachment exhibit 5. Each Tenant shall be allocated 18 sq ft of exterior signage per tenant unit/space.
Tenants occupying 2 or more combined unit spaces will be allowed up to 32 sq ft for exterior sign. Corner
Units #1 #5 #13 & #17 which has multiple facing store fronts will be allowed a signs on both sides of their
storefront fascias. These tenants’ second corner sign will be allocated an additional 18 sq ft. and the unit sign
locations are designated as Unit 1C, 5C, 13C, 17C, (see Exhibits 1 sign locations)

Monument Design Criteria: The framing system of the monument ID signs will be constructed of custom
decorative metal posts supporting the building identity and tenant panels. The cabinet hosting tenant panels will
be made of aluminum utilizing square tube framing system with aluminum skins painted to match posts. A
building identity “shield” constructed of channeled aluminum 3” thick with decorative branding design and
dimensional lit letters interior lit. (see monument exhibit 4 for materials details)

Location:
South Elevation
Units 1-5: Tenant spaces shall be allocated 18 sq. ft. per Unit designated on South Facing Fascia of building
with sign centered over entrance for each Unit Space.

Lighting for the monuments will utilize two single bulb fixtures per monument for Tenant Panels lit from
above with 24” (off monument face) light arm down lit onto Tenant Panels. Building Identity Shield will be lit
from within utilizing LED lights inside a custom cabinet box shape with cut out components and push through
letters creating a Halo lighting effect on business name and details in shield. (See lighting exhibits 6)

East Elevation
Units 5C, 6-12 & 13C: Tenant spaces shall be allocated 18 sq. ft. per Unit designated on East Facing Fascia of
building with sign centered over entrance for each Unit Space or positioned over glass display windows on a
parallel plane with store front signs located over doorway entrances.

Tenant Panels Design Criteria Tenant panels will be constructed of an aluminum base plate with fixed stand
off mounting system cut to size as individual panels. Tenant panels will be of like sizes to allow change outs or
positioning shifts to take place individually rather than collectively. All tenant signs will be of like font styles
and like colors and shall stay with-in the framing system as shown in exhibits. (see monument exhibit 4)

North Elevation
Units 13-17: Tenant spaces shall be allocated 18 sq. ft. per Unit designated on North Facing Fascia of building
with sign centered over entrance for each Unit Space.

Tenant Panel Allocation: Tenant panel allocation and positioning will be at the discretion and assigned by
Building Manager. A primary tenant may be allowed more than one tenant space on a monument if occupying
multiple store fronts and space is available on monument sign, which will be at the discretion of the Building
manager.

West Elevation
Units 1C & 17C: Tenant spaces shall be allocated 18 sq. ft. per Unit designated on East Facing Fascia of
building with sign centered over entrance for each Unit Space or positioned over glass display windows on a
parallel plane with store front signs located over doorway entrances.

Monument Location: There are 2 locations for Building Monument Signs
(see monument exhibit 3 site plan)
North West Monument facing Beaver Creek Blvd directed at east and west bound traffic
East Monument facing East Benchmark Rd traffic visibility south and northbound on E. Benchmark Rd.
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Sign Square Foot Allowance Totals:
Linear Street front on East side = 260 linear feet
North side = 108 linear feet
South side = 108 linear feet = 476 linear feet Street Front Total

Tenant Sign Design and Materials Criteria

Monument:

The purpose of the design materials criteria is to insure quality signs with creative and appealing representation
for all tenants of The Annex Station Building. As a multi tenant building maintaining a consistent level of
quality signs protects and builds the appeal for all businesses of The Annex Station. The Building Manager
must approve all Tenant components for sign design.

Building Identity on Monument Signs

Tenant Signs
Medium for exterior signs
All tenant signs are required to utilize raised dimensional cut out letters stud mounted directly into building.
Additional creative components may be used in conjunction with cut out letters in order to allow Logo
representation and/or branding identity. Any additional components to cut out letters may not exceed 60% of
the total allocated sq. ft. of sign.

Locations for tenant signs
Tenant signs shall coincide with positions shown on tenant location exhibit. As a guideline Tenant signs should
be mounted on a parallel plane to each other where applicable while being centered from the non recessed area
of the fascia and the gooseneck lighting hardware. Tenant Signs should be designed to stay above the recessed
area of the fascia while not exceeding the height of the gooseneck mounting hardware. (See Exhibit 2 Sign
Location to lighting )

Materials
Dimensional letters require a minimum of 3/8” inch thickness with a maximum thickness of 3”. Letters may be
cut from wood, acrylics, metals, non lit channel letters or HDU. (sign foam) Applications may include and are
not limited to flat cut letters, prismatic letters, shaped letters, two-tiered letters, reverse channel letters (non lit)
etc. at tenants discretion. Acrylic faced channel letters lit or non lit are not allowed. All letters are required to
have a painted, stained or clear coated finish. Acrylic or plastic letters are not allowed in their raw non finished
state to protect the lower quality appearance of “plastic” letters. Additional branding or logos may utilize the
use of additional components while keeping with quality standards of the building. (see Exhibit 3 Tenant Sign
Materials)

Colors
Sign Colors are at the discretion of tenant but must conform with Town of Avon Sign code. (no fluorescent
colors) Colors should be chosen that offer readability but do not clash with Building appearance and are subject
to approval by Building manager.

Logos/Font Styles

North West Monument Building Identity = 6 sq ft
East Monument Building Identity = 6 sq ft
Total Building Identity sq. ft = 12 sq ft
Tenant Panels on Monuments Signs:
North West Monument Tenant panels (10 panels at 3 sq ft ea) = 30 sq ft.
East Monument Tenant panels (10 panels at 3 sq ft ea) = 30 sq ft.
Total Tenant Panel sq ft = 60 sq ft

Building Mounted:
Units 1-17, = 17 signs @ 18 sq ft Total = 306 sq ft
Units 1, 5, 13, 17, includes their 2nd corner locations 4 signs @ 18 sq ft Total = 72 sq ft
Total Unit Tenant signs = 378 sq ft.
Tenant Panels on monument Total = 60 sq ft.
Total Tenant sq ft = 438 sq ft.
Total Sign package Tenant (438 sq ft) & Building Id (12 sq ft) = 460 sq ft
Note: Existing Sign Program Dated Sept 1995 allowed Tenant signs of:
19 tenant wall signs at 18 sq ft ea. = 323 sq ft
17 tenant soffit signs @ 4 sq ft ea. = 68 sq ft
Total Tenant allowance was = 391 sq ft
Existing Sign Program Dated Sept 1995 allowed Building Identity signs of:
Two West facing Building Mounted ID signs @ 8’ x 8’ = 64 sq ft =128 sq ft

Choices of font styles used in signs may be individual to each tenants logo and branding.

Monument Sign East 68” x 96” = 45 sq ft

Lighting

Monument Sign North 5’ x 11’ = 55 sq ft

The Annex Station has a standardized goose neck lighting for all signs and is the only lighting option allowed
for these locations. Cabinet boxes or any other type of sign lighting other than the standard goose neck lights are
not allowed. (See Exhibit 6 Lighting)

Total Building ID allowance was = 228 sq ft
Previous MSP package allowed Tenant (391 sq ft) & Building Id (228 sq ft) = 619 sq ft
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Exhibit 1: North and South side tenant sign locations
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Exhibit 1: East and West Elevations
c

c

Southwest Elevation

Northwest Elevation
Exhibit 2:
Sign location to lighting

c
UNIT 17 c

Previous southwest and northwest
elevation corners with previous
building identity signage 8’x8’=
64 Sq Ft.
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Exhibit 3: Tenant sign materials criteria
TENANT CRITERIA

Example 2: 2” HDU Letters Bullnose Finish
Aluminum Plate backer Outline
Tagline Hot Dog .5” , with Dimensional Copy

EXAMPLE A: Logo Bug with Dimensional letters plus
Additional Cut Out Letters for Tagline

Example 3: 2” Brushed Aluminum Letters
Digital Print Icon, on Dimensional Backer

Example 4: Dimensional Letter
with Additional Logo
Element
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Exhibit 3: Monument Elevation

Exhibit The Annex Station Monument
South East Corner Location

Exhibit The Annex Station Monument
North Location
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Exhibit 4: Material details
The Annex Station Monument
THE ANNEX

STATION

A

A Illuminated Aluminum Building ID Medallion

B
C

Doctor On Call Linen Kist
7’
8’6” out
of ground

Gore Fishing Radio Shack

Aluminum Can with Acrylic Push Thru Letters
29”H X 24”W x /2”D - 4.83 Sq. Ft.

B Integrating Lighting Fixtures

2 ea Down light Tenant Panels

C Non Dimensional Checker Board

D

Top Trim Border

D Aluminum fabricated black posts with
decorative bases, and round brass finials

Breeze Sport Rootz Salon
E

Valley Girl

P. Furniture

Copy Copy

Kiwi Gelato

F

E Aluminum fabricated background

panel holds tenant panels and ID

F (10 ea) 1’ x 3’ Removable Tenant Panels

6’6”
29”’w

7’6”
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Exhibit 6: Lighting detail

Examples of
Push-though lit letters

THE ANNEX

STATION

A

B
C

Doctor On Call Linen Kist
7’
8’6” out
of ground

Gore Fishing Radio Shack

D

Breeze Sport Rootz Salon
E

Valley Girl

P. Furniture

Copy Copy

Kiwi Gelato

F

6’6”
29”’w
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Exhibit 6: Lighting detail
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Staff Report – Major Design and Development Plan
February 18, 2014 Planning & Zoning Commission Meeting
Report date
February 11, 2014
Project type
New Residential Construction ‐Single‐family Residence
Legal description
Lot 20, Block 2, Wildridge Subdivision
Zoning
Planned Unit Development (PUD) – 2 Units
Address
2957 June Creek Trail
Prepared By
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager
Summary
The Applicant, Jeffrey Manley of Martin Manley Architects, has submitted a Major Design and
Development application (Exhibit A) for a new single‐family structure on Lot 20, Block 2 of the
Wildridge Subdivision, also described as 2957 June Creek Trail (the Property). The house will
measure approximately 4,202 square feet, including garage space. The design includes wood
siding, stucco, stone, and asphalt shingle roofing. Access is proposed through the neighboring
undeveloped property.
Property Description
The Property measures one and two tenths (1.2) of an acre or approximately 52,272 square feet,
and is located at the end of the cul‐de‐sac of June Creek Trail. The topography drops steeply
off the edge of asphalt at the June Creek Trail cul‐de‐sac before relaxing once approximately
twenty (20’) feet onto the Property.
The Property has standard setbacks for the Wildridge Subdivision: twenty‐five foot (25’) front
yard and ten foot (10’) side and rear yard setbacks. The Property also has standard seven and
one‐half foot (7.5’) easements on the side property lines and a ten foot (10’) easement on the
front and rear property lines. Additionally, the lower one‐third (1/3) of Property is restricted by
a Utility Easement and sewer line.
Planning Analysis
Allowed Use and Density: The Property is zoned Planned Unit Development (PUD) with a plat
note that limits the density to two (2) dwelling units. The application proposes to construct a
single‐family residence and complies with zoning.
Lot Coverage, Setback and Easements: The applicant is proposing twenty‐five percent (25%) lot
coverage, which complies with the maximum fifty percent (50%) allowed by zoning. This
represents all impervious surfaces compared to the total area of the Property, excluding the
areas rendered undevelopable (i.e. large utility easement). The proposed structure is in
compliance with the setbacks.
The proposal is to gain access through the neighboring property (Lot 21). This requires the
execution of two documents: 1) O&M Agreement for the initial driveway portion that is on the
USFS access road, and 2) Easement Agreement with Lot 21 for construction of the driveway and
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ongoing maintenance of improvements and snow storage. Staff has prepared these two items
as conditions if this design is reviewed favorably by PZC>
Building Height: The maximum building height permitted for this property is thirty‐five feet
(35’). The applicant is proposing a maximum building height of thirty‐four feet and eight inches
(34’‐8”). An ILC would be required during construction to verify compliance.
Parking: The parking requirement for the residence is three (3) on‐site parking spaces. The
Applicant is proposing two (2) in the garage and one (1) guest spot immediately adjacent to the
garage.
Outdoor Lighting: The Applicant is proposing to use a combination of recessed can lights,
sconces, and a hanging pedant. All lighting is compliant with the Dark Sky Ordinance and
meeting the definition of “full cutoff” per code.
Snow Storage: The Applicant is proposing 800 SF of snow storage adjacent to the proposed
driveway. The snow storage areas are functional and meet the minimum requirement of
twenty percent (20%) of the driveway area.
Design Standards Analysis
Landscaping: The proposed landscape plan includes six (10) spruce trees, eighteen (18) aspen
trees, two (2) Japanese Lilacs, and various shrubs and ground cover. §7.28.050(e) requires that
the development provide two hundred and fourteen (214) Landscape Units based on the
10,670 sq. ft. of landscaped area. The applicant is proposing to provide 214.5 Landscape Units
through the materials discussed above as well as landscape boulders and mulched area. The
Application meets the requirements for landscaped area (a minimum twenty percent (20%) of
the lot area), irrigated area (a maximum of twenty percent (20%) of the landscaped area), and
landscaped units.
Building Materials and Colors: The primary exterior building materials are stucco siding,
horizontal wood siding and stone, with the proposed colors as follows: stucco – “Torreon” and
“Amarillo”; horizontal wood siding, trim, soffits – “Light Mocha”; wood siding for beams,
posts, railings – “Black Oak”; stone – “Telluride Gold Stack”; windows – “Chestnut Bronze”;
and, flashing – “Dark Bronze”. A color/material board will be provided at the PZC meeting for
review. The proposed materials and colors meet the requirements of Title 7 of the Municipal
Code.
Roof Material and Pitch: The application is proposing to use asphalt shingles for all roofing. The
roof forms consists of pitched roofs with mostly four‐to‐twelve (4:12) and six‐to‐twelve (6:12).
All of the proposed roof forms and pitches comply with the Design Standards which require
minimum roof pitches of four‐in‐twelve (4:12).
Building Design: The proposed design generally complies with the Development Standards
contained within §7.28.090.
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Review Criteria
§7.16.080(f), Development Plan
(1)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the purpose of the Development Code
as specified in §7.04.030, Purposes;
(2)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the §7.16.090, Design Review.
(3)
Consistency with the Avon Comprehensive Plan;
(4)
Consistency with any previously approved and not revoked subdivision plat,
planned development, or any other precedent plan or land use approval for the
property as applicable;
(5)
Compliance with all applicable development and design standards set forth in
this Code, including but not limited to the provisions in Chapter 7.20, Zone Districts and
Official Zoning Map, Chapter 7.24, Use Regulations, and Chapter 7.28, Development
Standards; and
(6)
That the development can be adequately served by city services including but
not limited to roads, water, wastewater, fire protection, and emergency medical
services.
§7.16.090(f), Design Review
(1)
The design relates the development to the character of the surrounding
community; or, where redevelopment is anticipated, relates the development to the
character of Avon as a whole;
(2)
The design meets the development and design standards established in this
Development Code; and
(3)
The design reflects the long range goals and design criteria from the Avon
Comprehensive Plan and other applicable, adopted plan documents.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends approving the Major Design and Development application for Lot 20, Block
2, Wildridge Subdivision, with the following conditions:
1. Operation & Maintenance Agreement. Prior to the issuance of a Building Permit the
Owner will provide to Community Development Department from the owner of Lot 21,
Block 2, Wildridge an Operation and Maintenance Agreement for construction and on‐
going maintenance of the driveway improvements, including snow plowing and
storage, for the portion of the driveway within the 25’ USFS Access Easement and the
Lot 20 property line. Parties will include Town of Avon, Owner of Lot 20, and Owner of
Lot 21. The Agreement must be recorded with Eagle County.
2. Easement Agreement. Prior to the issuance of a Building Permit the Owner will provide
to Community Development Department from the owner of Lot 21, Block 2, Wildridge
an Easement Agreement for the construction and on‐going maintenance of the
driveway improvements, between the 25’ USFS Easement and the Lot 20 Property
Line. Parties will include the Owners of Lot 20 and Lot 21. The Easement Agreement
will be recorded with Eagle County.
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And with the following finding:
1. The proposed application was reviewed pursuant to §7.16.080(f), Development Plan,
and §7.16.090(f), Design Review, and was determined to be compliant with the review
criteria.
Attachment
Reduced Plan Sets
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DESIGN REVEIW SET 1-30-14

EXTERIOR FINISHES

Shingle Roofing
Flashing

Timber beams and posts

3. UPPER LEVEL
8087' - 7"

Shingle Roofing:
Asphalt shingle - Lifetime Warranty
Elk-Gaf, "Mission Brown"

Aluminum Clad Wood Windows
Timber beams and posts

Plate Height
8095' - 8"

Fascia & Soffit

Flashing:
Paint lock aluminum
Color: dark bronze
Date

Seondary wood siding

Primary wood siding & trim
Stone veneer w/
cut-stone cap

Decks:

Railing:
Wood posts, top rails,
bottom rails
tension cables

8" x 8" cut sandstone decking

Primary Stucco

Patios and Entry walk:
sandstone flagstone

Accent Stucco

Drive:
Asphalt drive

2. MAIN LEVEL
8077' - 0"

1. LOWER LEVEL
8066' - 0"
Custom wood door

3

COLOR - NORTH ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"
1

Custom garage doors w/ wood trim package
stain to match secondary stain color

REVISIONS

3. UPPER LEVEL
8087' - 7"

Windows:
Aluminum Clad windows and doors
Color: Chestnut Bronze

No.

2. MAIN LEVEL
8077' - 0"

Description

Plate Height
8095' - 8"

970.328.5151 OFFICE

2957June Creek Trail - Avon, Co 81620
Lot 20, Block 2, Wildridge Subdivision

PO Box 1587, Eagle, CO 81631
www.martinmanleyarchitects.com

DAHL RESIDENCE

Primary Stucco:
Cement stucco system
Texture: light sand / very light hand texture
Field Color: Match Sto 1501 "Torreon"

COLOR - EAST ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

Secondary and accent stucco:
Color: Match Sto 3003 "Amarillo"

A0

Lot 20, Wildridge Subdivision
2957 June Creek Trail, Avon, CO 81620
DESIGN REVIEW BOARD SUBMITTAL
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COLOR - WEST ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

COVER SHEET

Dahl

1. LOWER LEVEL
8066' - 0"

COLOR- SOUTH ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

2

2/4/2014 12:30:16 PM

Stone Veneer
Telluride Gold Stack Stone
w/ Colo Buff cut-stone cap

1253

4

Deck railings:
horizontal tension cable railings

2-4-14

2. MAIN LEVEL
8077' - 0"

Secondary wood siding, beams &posts, railing posts :
Porter Paints Acri-Shield semi-opaque stains
Color: "Black Oak"

Project number

3. UPPER LEVEL
8087' - 7"

Primary wood siding & trim, soffit, fascia:
Porter Paints Acri-Shield semi-opaque stains
Color: "Light Mocha"

Date

Plate Height
8095' - 8"

DR

8060

SE

E
DG
RI

62
66
64

Maximum Height = 35'. Proposed Height = 34'-8"

65

Date

Snow Storage: 20 % of 4,000 s.f. Driveway = 800 s.f.
Setbacks: 25' Front, 10' Side, 10' Rear

72

RIDGE

66

8099' - 11 1/2"

MAIN LEVEL = 8077'-0"

RIDGE

LOWER LEVEL = 8066'-0"

C

C

8094' - 6 1/2"

IMPERVIOUS DRIVEWAY AREA = 4,000 S.F.
(ALL ASPHALT FROM GARAGE TO ACCESS ROAD)

74

GARAGE LEVEL = 8078'-0"

74

64

SNOW STORAGE AREAS
SS1 = 400 S.F.
SS2 = 250 S.F.
SS3 = 150 S.F.
TOTAL SNOW STORAGE = 800 S.F.
(20% OF IMPERVIOUS DRIVEWAY AREA)
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*Gravel drip edge to be installed at all areas where native landscape meets the
structure.
* Verify all conditions and locations in the field.
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* All disturbed areas to be hydroseeded fiber-mulched and tackified with native
seed mixes detailed in the materials key upon completion of final grade. All slopes
exceeding 2:1 to be covered with erosion control blanket. All seeding to occur
during the normal growing season. No seeding should occur during freezing or
inclement weather.
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VICINITY MAP - WILDRIDGE

TYPE + LOCATIONS

SYMBOL

COUNT

HANGING PENDANT
FRONT ENTRY

A

1

WALL SCONCE
GARAGE DOOR
FRONT ENTRY

B

3

C

11

RECESSED CANS
SOFFIT LOCATIONS

PH

DRAINAGE
SLOPE MAINTENANCE,
EASEMENT
AND SNOW STORAGE

TV

2.5°

IL
TRA
K
EE
CR' R.O.W.)
E
.0
JUN (50

-5

0

10

30

HANGING PENDANT

WALL SCONCE

HINKLEY LIGHTING
132 DWELL OUTDOOR
PENDANT

HINKLEY LIGHTING
SCONCE 1325
HEIGHT 15.5""

HEIGHT 21.75"
WIDTH 8.25 "

1
FOUND No. 5 REBAR

* All vehicular access to occur in the driveway area with the limit of disturbance.
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EDGE OF ASPHALT
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before revegetation.
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EROSIONS CONTROL
* Construction Fence (green plastic mesh) to be installed at limits of disturbance at
commencement of construction activities and maintained until commencement of
revegetation to protect existing vegetation during construction.
* Silt fence to be installed as necessary at limits of disturbance at commencement
of construction activities and maintained until commencement of revegetation to
prevent erosion during construction.
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Type V-N
R1 (single-family)
2- story + basement
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FENCING
AREA WITHIN FENCE:
17,500 SQ. FT.
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1943-353-02-018

Architect: Martin Manley Architects
Jeffrey P Manley AIA
PO Box 1587
Eagle, CO 81631
970.328.1299
jeff@martinmanleyarchitects.com
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2957 June Creek Trail
Avon, Colorado 81620
Lot 20 Block 2, Wildridge Subdivision

Legal Summary:
Class of Work:
Type of Construction:
Type of Occupancy:
Levels:
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Lot 20, Wildridge Subdivision
2957 June Creek Trail, Avon, CO 81620
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Parking Requirements: 3 spaces per unit required
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SEWER MANHOLE MH05
RIM ELEV. = 8063.3'
INV ELEV. = 8056.8'
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Proposed Lot Coverage (Bldg Footprint)
= 1,930 s.f.
Proposed Total Impervious Area
= 6,430 S.F.
(Bldg Footprint = 1,930 s.f. + Patios = 500 s.f. + Driveway = 4,000 s.f. )
Total Landscape Area (lot area - total impervious)
= 45,842 s.f.
Area within Limits of Disturbance Fencing
= 17,100 s.f.
Actual Landscape Area (limits of disturbance - tota limpervious)
= 10,670 s.f.

LOT 21

4' HEIGHT
BOULDER WALL
TOP = 8072.0'
BOT = 8068'

60

62

10.0'

=
= 26,136 s.f.
= 13,068 s.f.

Description

2.5' HEIGHT
BOULDER WALL
TOP = 8068.0'
BOT = 8065.5'

Lot Area = 1.2 acres = 52,272 s.f. Developable Lot Area
52,272 s.f.
Maximum Lot Coverage Allowed = 50% of Developable Lot Area
Minimum Landscape Area Allowed = 25% of Lot Area
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*Any soil stockpiles stored on site are to be surrounded by silt fence to prevent
erosion.
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* All disturbed areas to be hydroseeded fiber-mulched and tackified with native
seed mixes detailed in the materials key upon completion of final grade. All slopes
exceeding 2:1 to be covered with erosion control blanket. All seeding to occur
during the normal growing season. No seeding should occur during freezing or
inclement weather.
*Gravel drip edge to be installed at all areas where native landscape meets the
structure.
* Verify all conditions and locations in the field.
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* Drainage lines shown on plan to be established and maintained during
construction. Drainage lines shown on plan to be reestablished to final grade
before revegetation.
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* Silt fence to be installed as necessary at limits of disturbance at commencement
of construction activities and maintained until commencement of revegetation to
prevent erosion during construction.
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* Construction Fence (green plastic mesh) to be installed at limits of disturbance at
commencement of construction activities and maintained until commencement of
revegetation to protect existing vegetation during construction.
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Perrennial / Ground Covers

Units Awarded
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Calculation
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Units
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Hardscape Material
Shredded Bark (mulch at planting beds)
Landscape Boulders 3' high

Units Awarded
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1/boulder

Calculation
550 s.f. / 500 s.f. = 1 units
6 boulders
= 6 units

Units
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Bonus Landscape Units Awarded (+300 s.f. of native vegetation = 10% bonus)
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MIX OF GRASSES AND FESCUE SEED. ARKANSAS VALLEY SEED COMPANY, NATIVE
LOW GROW MOUNTAIN MIX. A SPRAY MIX OF FERTILIZER AND SEED WILL BE APPLIED
TO ALL DISTURBED AREAS OF THE SITE AND BE TEMPORARY DRIP IRRIGATED.
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- ALL TREES RECEIVE 1 S.F. OF DRIP IRRIGATION
- ALL SHRUBS RECIEVE 1 S.F. OF DRIP IRRIGATION
- TOTAL = 61 S.F (1 X 61 TREES & SHRUBS)
- ALL GROUNDCOVER TO RECEIVE TEMPORARY DRIP IRRIGATION

TOTAL DRIP IRRIGATION = 1,200 S.F.
SPRAY IRRIGATION - NO SPRAY IRRIGATION
TOTAL IRRIGATED AREAS = 1,261 S.F. (NOT TO EXCEED 2,000 S.F.)
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1 unit per shrub X 38 = 38
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4 units per tree X
7 units per tree X
6 units per tree X
8 units per tree X
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Landscape Material (trees)
Deciduous 1.5" -2.5" caliper/clump =
Deciduous 2.5" - 4" caliper/clump =
Evergreen 6'-8' high =
Evergreen 8'-10' high =
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= 2,134 s.f.
= 2,000 s.f.
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50 S.F.

= 10,670 s.f.

Max Irrigation area = 20% of actual landscape area
Proposed Irrigation area
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Actual Landscape Area (limits of disturbance - total limpervious)
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Total Landscape Area (lot area - total impervious)
Area within Limits of Disturbance Fencing
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Landscape Area means that portion of a parcel of land with any
combination of living plants, such as trees, shrubs, vines, ground
cover, native grasses, flowers, or lawns; natural features and nonliving ground cover such as rock, stone and bark; and structural
features, such as fountains, reflecting pools, art works, screen walls,
fences and benches; but shall not include paved walkways or parking
areas.

Landscape Units = 10,670 s.f. / 50 s.f. per unit = 214 units
25% Landscape Units to be provided be trees = 25% of 214 units = 54 units by trees
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= 13,068 s.f.
= 45,842 s.f.

No.

LOT 20

= 52,272 s.f.

Min. Landscape area = 25% of lot size
Proposed Landscape area

Proposed Lot Coverage (Bldg Footprint)
= 1,930 s.f.
Proposed Total Impervious Area
= 6,430 S.F.
(Bldg Footprint = 1,930 s.f. + Patios = 500 s.f. + Driveway = 4,000 s.f. )
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Lot size = 1.2 acres X 43,560 s.f. per acre
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PROPOSED GRADE

ELEVATIONS

STUCCO BELLY-BAND TRIM

8X14 TIMBER BEAM TAILS
DBL. 3X6 KING POST
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CENTER NOTCH
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Memorandum
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Planning and Zoning Commission
Matt Pielsticker, AICP, Planning Manager
February 13, 2014
Light Reflective Value (LRV) Code Review

Introduction
As the result of an Appeal application regarding a paint color application in the summer of
2013, PZC was directed to review the Light Reflective Value (“LRV”) standards in the
Development Code. In the approved 2014 Work Plan, the following direction is provided:
1.1 Review with the Planning and Zoning Commission the Development Standards for
building colors as stated in the Avon Municipal Code, Section 7.28.090(c), Generally
Applicable Design Standards, specifically related to Building Materials and Colors (v)
and the standard set at a sixty or less Light Reflective Value” “LRV”.

Background
At the August 6, 2013 meeting the Planning and Zoning Commission (PZC) reviewed a color
change application (Attachment A) for three (3) properties: the Christy Sports building; the
Benchmark Shopping Center building; and, the Avon Annex building. The applicant received
approval to move forward with the color change on the Christy Sports building, but the
remaining buildings were continued with concerns over how some of the colors would
appear on the site. The PZC directed the applicant to paint samples of the proposed colors
on the Annex and Benchmark Shopping Center buildings, so that a review of the colors
under natural light could be performed. The Applicant complied with this request and in
addition painted alternative color samples for the “Monterey White” color, including,
“Manchester Tan” and “White Sands”.
The PZC held a Special Meeting on August 13, 2013 to review these colors, and at that
meeting the PZC discussed their concerns over the (Light Reflective Value) LRV for
“Monterey White”. Ultimately the PZC approved the color change application with the
following conditions and findings:
Conditions:
1. The Christy Sports Building is approved as proposed;
2. The Benchmark Shopping Center is approved as proposed; and,
3. The Annex building colors were approved as follows:
a. “Buckingham Gardens” was approved as proposed as an accent color;
b. “Branchport Brown” was approved as proposed as a roof color; and,
c. “Monterey White” was not approved, but “Manchester Tan” was approved
as a base color.
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Findings:
1. The LRV for “Manchester Tan” was nominally outside the Design Standards;
2. The Annex building is a one story building and there will be minimal visual impact as
compared to a taller building;
3. “Manchester Tan” is substantially similar to what exists on the building today;
4. “Monterey White” was approved on the soffits of the Benchmark Shopping Center
as it was limited to the ceiling of the walkways and will have limited application.
Appeal
The Applicant appealed the PZC’s decision, and the Town Council reviewed the appeal at
their September 24, 2013 meeting. At the meeting the Applicant consented to a longer
appeal timeframe, and the Council continued the public hearing and final decision until April
22, 2014. Staff was directed to work with PZC to review the LRV standards and present their
findings, and any potential changes to the color standards in the code. The meeting minutes
from Council’s decision are attached to this Memorandum as Attachment B.
Review Criteria
Section 7.28.090(c), Generally Applicable Design Standards, outline the requirements for building
materials and colors as follows:
(3)

Building Materials and Colors
(i) The use of high quality, durable building materials is required. Exterior walls shall
be finished with materials used in a manner sympathetic to the scale and architectural style
of the building.
(ii) Preferred materials reflect the Town’s sub alpine character such as native stone,
wood siding, masonry or timbers.
(iii) The following building materials and wall finishes are not permitted on the exterior
of any structure:
(A) asphalt siding,
(B) imitation brick,
(C) asbestos cement shingles or siding,
(D) imitation log siding, or
(E) plastic or vinyl siding.
(iv) The Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider newly developed materials in
light of subsections (i)‐(iii), above, and make a determination about appropriateness.
(v) Indigenous natural or earth tones such as brown, tan, grey, green, blue, or red in
muted, flat colors with an LRV (Light Reflective Value) of sixty (60) or less are required.
(vi) The following colors are prohibited: neon, day‐glow, fluorescent, reflective, and
non‐earth tones.
(vii) All flues, flashing, and other reflective materials shall be painted to match and/or
appropriately contrast with adjacent materials.
§7.16.080(f), Development Plan
(1)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the purpose of the Development Code as
specified in §7.04.030, Purposes;
(2)
Evidence of substantial compliance with the §7.16.090, Design Review.
(3)
Consistency with the Avon Comprehensive Plan;
February 18, 2014 PZC Meeting – LRV Review
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(4)
Consistency with any previously approved and not revoked subdivision plat, planned
development, or any other precedent plan or land use approval for the property as
applicable;
(5)
Compliance with all applicable development and design standards set forth in this
Code, including but not limited to the provisions in Chapter 7.20, Zone Districts and Official
Zoning Map, Chapter 7.24, Use Regulations, and Chapter 7.28, Development Standards; and
(6)
That the development can be adequately served by city services including but not
limited to roads, water, wastewater, fire protection, and emergency medical services.
§7.16.090(f), Design Review
(1)
The design relates the development to the character of the surrounding community;
or, where redevelopment is anticipated, relates the development to the character of Avon as
a whole;
(2)
The design meets the development and design standards established in this
Development Code; and
(3)
The design reflects the long range goals and design criteria from the Avon
Comprehensive Plan and other applicable, adopted plan documents.
§7.16.120(d), Alternative Equivalent Compliance
(1) The proposed alternative achieves the intent of the subject design or development
standard to the same or better degree than the subject standard;
(2) The proposed alternative achieves the goals and policies of the Avon Comprehensive
Plan to the same or better degree than the subject standard;
(3) The proposed alternative results in benefits to the community that are equivalent to or
better than compliance with the subject standard; and
(4) The proposed alternative imposes no greater impacts on adjacent properties than
would occur through compliance with the specific requirements of this ordinance.

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the PZC review the generally applicable Color standards and discuss
if there is any desire to amend these regulations. If PZC would like more information to
provide a recommendation for changes (if any), Staff would like direction at the February 18,
2014 meeting.
Attachments
A. Proposed Application presented to the PZC: including Color Samples, Photos of the paint
samples, and AEC request from the Applicant;
B. September 24, 2013 Council Minutes from Appeal
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Attachment A

Date:

July 30, 2013

Subject:

Color Modification for Avon Properties

Part I: Written Description of “color modification” for the Benchmark Shopping Center,
Annex and Christy Sports buildings:

Benchmark Shopping Center
-Base color: Mexicana 2172-30
-Trim color: Branchport Brown HC-72
-Accent on ceiling and walkways: Monterey White HC-27
Annex
-Base color: Monterey White HC-27
-Trim and accent color: Buckingham Gardens 545
-Roof color: Branchport Brown HC-72
Christy Sports
-Trim and accent color: Branchport Brown HC-72
Part II: Response to Review Criteria
(d)
Review Criteria. The review authority shall use the following review criteria as the
basis for a decision on an application for alternative equivalent compliance:
(1)
The proposed alternative achieves the intent of the subject design or
development standard to the same or better degree than the subject standard;
(2)
The proposed alternative achieves the goals and policies of the Avon
Comprehensive Plan to the same or better degree than the subject standard;
(3)
The proposed alternative results in benefits to the community that are
equivalent to or better than compliance with the subject standard; and
(4)
The proposed alternative imposes no greater impacts on adjacent properties
than would occur through compliance with the specific requirements of this
ordinance.

Attachment A

Response:
Hoffmann Commercial Real Estate has identified areas in its existing “Avon
Real Estate Portfolio” where drastic improvement must be made. One of the areas identified
is the repainting of its properties with a more cohesive color palette. We have utilized
professional, local expertize via Worth Interiors to establish a color scheme that is consistent
with Avon’s look, feel and core values. The color “Monterey White HC-27” is crucial in
accomplishing our goals and we are thus requesting a waiver of the required Light Reflective
Value of 60 to allow a LRV of 77.32 represented by the Monterey White.

Best regards,

Greg Hoffmann
Principal

Attachment A
Benjamin Moore “Mexicana” (2172-30) – LRV: 11.9

Benjamin Moore “Branchport Brown” (HC-72) – LRV: 7.58

Attachment A
Benjamin Moore “Buckingham Gardens” (545) – LRV: 30.2

“White” Color options
1. Benjamin Moore “Monterey White” (HC-27) – LRV: 77.32

2. Benjamin Moore “Manchester Tan” (HC-81) – LRV 63.69

Attachment A

3. Benjamin Moore “White Sand” (OC-10) – LRV 68.11

Attachment A
Option 2:
Manchester Tan

Buckingham
Gardens

Option 3: White
Sand

Option 1: Monterey
White

Branchport Brown
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Attachment A

Attachment A

Attachment B

Attachment B

